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Abstract

The methods of aquaphotomics were explored for internal fruit quality
assessment, such as dry matter (DM) and soluble solid content (SSC)
measurement using near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS). Fruits like apple
and kiwifruit are more than 80% water. The NIR spectrum of whole intact
fruit is dominated by water absorption peaks that shift and vary in shape
with changes in quantities such as SSC, DM, and temperature. These
variations can significantly reduce predictive model performance for fruit
quality parameters. Because the absorption peak at 1450 nm (first overtone
of the OH stretch of water) and 970 nm (second overtone of the OH stretch
of water) in the samples varies with SSC, DM concentration, and
temperature, an investigation was undertaken on the aquaphotomics
approach to quantify changes in the water structure that are apparent in the
two wavelength regions.
The key question examined was whether aquaphotomics can help in
the development of better and simpler prediction models or hardware for
intact fruit quality measurements beneficial to the industry. To find answers
to this question, several experiments were conducted. Much work in
aquaphotomics has been done in the longer wavelength region, that is, at
the first overtone (1300–1600 nm), which requires short pathlength cells due
to higher water absorption. Experiments were performed on simple
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aqueous systems such as sucrose solution of various concentrations and an
aqueous system such as apple and kiwifruit juice. The second overtone
wavelength region (800‒1100 nm) was also scrutinized for fruit juice
measurements using a long pathlength cell. Eventually, experiments were
conducted on whole intact fruit.
A Fourier transform near infrared (FT-NIR) spectrophotometer was
used to acquire spectra of aqueous samples over the wavelength range of
900

to

1800 nm.

For

whole,

intact

fruit

spectra

collection,

spectrophotometers in the wavelength range below 1100 nm were utilized.
An in-house benchtop spectrometer based on the Zeiss MMS-1 NIR
spectrometer operated in interactance mode was used along with some
commercially available handheld spectrophotometers such as the F-750
produce quality spectrometer and the SCiO spectrometer. The spectra
acquired with the instruments were analyzed using multivariate data
analysis. The calibration models were developed using partial least square
regression (PLSR) and multiple linear regression to estimate quality
attributes.
For a simple aqueous system at a constant temperature, water bands
were identified in the first overtone region that can explain water structure
according to SSC concentration. An anharmonic oscillator model was used
to calculate those wavelengths corresponding to the wavelengths in the first
overtone region. It was found that for generating optimal prediction models
and meaningful aquagrams (water spectral patterns) in the first and second
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overtone regions, sample path length plays an important role. The PLSR
model for SSC built in the second overtone region with a 10 mm path length
cuvette gave a standard error of prediction (SEP) of 0.11% which was
comparable to first overtone prediction results using a 1 mm cell. This
confirms that longer path-lengths are essential for the short wavelength
second overtone region and hence, for solid samples such as kiwifruit and
apple. The PLSR model built using F-750 instrument in the 800‒1000 nm
region (second overtone) gave better results with a RMSECV of 0.30%
compared to 0.56% in the 600–1100 nm range signifying that the important
information resides in a tight window around the second overtone region.
The NIR spectrum of fruit is affected by temperature. Therefore, a
calibration equation developed at one fixed temperature cannot reliably
predict samples at a different temperature. Using the framework of
aquaphotomics, the changes within the water structure of fruit juice and
whole intact fruit occurring with changes in temperature were analysed.
Water wavelengths affected by temperature variation were identified in the
first and second overtone regions. Using aquagrams, it appeared that
different water species were activated in the first and second overtone
region. The influence of increasing temperature on the peak absorbance of
the juice was a lateral shift in the first overtone region, whereas it was
vertical in the second overtone region of water. Two correction pretreatments; extended multiplicative scatter correction (EMSC) and external
parameter orthogonalization (EPO) were used in conjunction with principal
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component loading of water as an interferent spectrum. They were able to
correct for temperature effects by at least a factor of 10 to insignificant levels.
It was concluded that the aquaphotomics paradigm offers
fundamental insights into the role of the various light absorption
mechanisms but only in conjunction with chemometrics tools, like EMSC
and EPO, leading to an improvement in predictive model performance. The
investigated methods have good potential to be used for quality assessment
of fruit in industry.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
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This chapter outlines the introduction to the problem and a brief description
of each chapter.

1.1 Introduction to the problem
Good quality fruits are always preferred for the superior taste experience
and increasingly for their health benefits and their role in helping prevent
many chronic diseases (Hall et al., 2009; Boeing et al., 2012). Fruit quality
attributes

are

important

considerations

in

terms

of

marketing,

transportation, and storage requirements (Fu et al., 2009), especially for a
country like New Zealand whose income from its horticultural sector has
exceeded $9.2billion in the year 2018 ("Fresh Facts ", 2018). Therefore, fruit
quality is essential for New Zealand’s fruit industry, and emphasis has been
placed on methods or techniques to improve quality assessment of fruit, in
particular, kiwifruit. Quality components of fruit are external appearance,
such as color, shape, external defects, etc., and internal parameters, such as
sugar content, acid content, dry matter (DM), firmness, maturity, internal
breakdowns, etc. (Nicolaï et al., 2007; Cubero et al., 2011).
Recent studies have shown that consumer acceptability could be
further enhanced by improving the taste of fruit where DM is as a good
indicator (McGlone & Kawano, 1998; Jordan & Seelye, 2009; Wang et al.,
2015). DM remains fairly constant during ripening with only very small
losses due to transpiration, starch conversion and respiration It is useful
because the fruit DM is dominated by the large carbohydrate component
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(around 75% of DM) that is sugar and starch at harvest which almost
completely converts to sugar when the fruit ripens (McGlone & Kawano,
1998). Hence, DM indicates either the potential or actual sugar level of the
fruit. The standard method to measure DM is drying slices of fruit at 65 °C
for 24 h to eliminate water which is a destructive technique (Kaur et al.,
2017b). Measuring soluble solids content (SSC; measured as °Brix) of
kiwifruit is the authoritative method of assessing maturity at harvest time
in most kiwifruit-producing countries, such as New Zealand, Italy, France,
Greece, Chile, Japan and the United States (Crisosto et al., 2012). The
conventional analytical techniques to measure SSC and DM are destructive,
time-consuming, and labor intensive.
Several researchers have shown that a non-destructive technique,
such as Near Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS), can be useful in predicting the
SSC and DM of different fruit (Kawano et al., 1992; Lu et al., 2006). Nondestructive methods based on NIRS are well established in commercial fruit
grading operations for segregating fruit populations (Wang et al., 2015). By
contrast, NIRS systems for in-orchard and on-tree use, where the
technology might be used to make specific harvest selection of fruits or for
optimizing harvest time, is still in its infancy and not in widespread
commercial use. Specifically designed, commercial NIR spectrometers for
in-orchard use exist. These are hand-held, portable instruments, like the
NIRVANA (Integrated Spectronics, Baulkham Hills, Australia; recently
discontinued), the F-750 Produce Quality Meter (Felix Instruments,
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Portland, USA), the SCiO spectrometer version 1.1 (Consumer Physics, Hod
HaSharon, Israel), and the NIR portable spectrometer H-100C (Sunforest,
Incheon, Korea) (Fig. 1.1). The spectrophotometers used for in-orchard
measurement as well as those used for commercial graders work in the
visible to short wavelength (SW)-NIR region spanning 300-1100 nm (Shafie
et al., 2015; Kaur et al., 2017b).

Figure 1.1. Commercially manufactured hand-held, portable instruments: (a) NIRVANA
(Integrated Spectronics, Baulkham Hills, Australia; discontinued), (b) F-750
Produce Quality Meter (Felix Instruments, Portland, USA), (c) SCiO
spectrometer (Consumer Physics, Hod HaSharon, Israel) and (d) H-100C NIR
portable spectrometer (Sunforest, Incheon, Korea) (Kaur et al., 2017b)
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Since fruit is about 80% water, this is the dominant chemical
constituent of fruit. Moreover, water highly absorbs near infrared radiation.
The near infrared spectrum of fruit shows a strong absorption peak around
970 nm, which corresponds to the second overtone of the OH stretch in
water, Fig. 1.2 (McGlone et al., 2003; Nicolaï et al., 2007). Many multivariate
models for predicting DM and SSC were developed from NIR interactance
measurements using the narrow spectral range from 800 to 1100 nm around
this absorption peak of water (Workman, 2000). Both DM and SSC was
predicted with very good accuracy, greater than 0.39% root mean square
error of prediction (RMSEP) (McGlone et al., 2003).

Second
overtone
region of OH
stretch of
water

970 nm

Figure 1.2. Typical absorbance spectra for kiwifruit. The solid and dashed curves are for
firm and soft fruit, respectively (McGlone et al., 2003)

One research group suggests that water is a good indicator of other
compounds in the matrix and stated “The overtone bands of water
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1300 – 1600 nm, in a scientific discipline known as aquaphotomics have
been shown to be a good discriminator and non-destructive indicator of
changes in biological aqueous samples for disease diagnosis and protein
conformation”(Chatani et al., 2014). This field has aided the understanding
of the role of water in biological systems (Tsenkova, 2006; Tsenkova, 2007;
Tsenkova, 2008a; Tsenkova, 2008b; Meilina et al., 2009; Tsenkova, 2010;
Tsenkova et al., 2015; Tsenkova et al., 2018). Aquaphotomics is a scientific
discipline that utilizes NIRS in which the spectral analysis focuses on
absorbance patterns related to water bands and the effect of perturbations
due to variation in temperature, the concentration of solutes, environment,
etc. As the water absorption peak at 1450 nm (first overtone of OH stretch
of water) and 970 nm (second overtone of OH stretch of water) in samples
varies due to SSC or DM concentration, the aquaphotomics approach was
investigated to learn more about changes in the water structure that are
apparent in the 1300-1600 nm and 800-1100 nm wavelength regions.
Furthermore, this thesis examines whether aquaphotomics can help
in the development of better/simpler prediction models or hardware for
intact fruit quality measurement beneficial for the fruit industry. The key
question examined is whether water absorptions in the short NIR range
(< 1100 nm) can be used to predict fruit quality parameters. To find answers
to this question, several experiments were conducted on fruit. Much work
in aquaphotomics has been done in the longer wavelength region, i.e., in the
first overtone (1300-1600 nm), which requires short pathlength cells due to
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the high absorption of water. Therefore, experiments were performed on
simple aqueous systems such as sucrose solution of various concentrations
and an aqueous system such as apple and kiwifruit juice.
Moreover, aquaphotomics has been investigated to find whether
robust calibration models can be built in varying temperature environment.
The second overtone wavelength region (800-1100 nm) was also scrutinized
for fruit juice measurements using a long pathlength cell. Eventually,
experiments were conducted on whole intact fruit.
In addition to the main body of work investigating aquaphotomics
for fruit quality assessment, a small study was carried out to compare
several commercially available spectrophotometers for fruit quality
assessment. This study was published in the Journal of Near Infrared
Spectroscopy; further details can be found in Appendix.

1.2 Thesis organization
This thesis is divided into nine chapters and appendices, as shown in Fig.
1.3. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the relevant literature and theory of
“Aquaphotomics” and presents the techniques used for temperature
correction of prediction models that are extended multiplicative signal
correction (EMSC) and external parameter orthogonalisation (EPO).
Chapter 3 describes the use of aquaphotomics concepts on a simple
system such as an aqueous solution of sucrose at various concentrations.
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The aquaphotomics analysis was applied to both the first overtone
(1300 - 1600 nm) and the second overtone (870 - 1100 nm) of OH stretch of
water using an FT-NIR spectrophotometer. Anharmonic oscillator model
was used to find water bands in the second overtone region. The effect of
sample pathlength on the interpretation ability of aquaphotomics is
discussed in this chapter. Modified aquagrams (a visualization tool for
aquaphotomics) are presented.
Chapter 4 deals with the implementation of aquaphotomics for
assessing the quality of apple juice in the first overtone region at different
temperatures. Calibration models are developed using partial least square
regression (PLSR) to see whether aquaphotomics can help in building better
calibration models. Also, a temperature correction technique, EMSC, has
been utilized to reduce bias when predicting a sample different in
temperature to that used for the calibration model.
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• Introduction
Chapter 1

• Background theory and Aquaphotomics
Chapter 2

• Simple Solution
Chapter 3

Chapter 4

• Apple Juice
• Effect of temperature perturbation in first overtone region of water

Chapter 5

• Kiwifruit Juice
• Effect of temperature perturbation in first and second overtone regions of water

• Kiwifruit pulp
Chapter 6

• Chilling injury fruit
Chapter 7

• Whole intact fruit
Chapter 8

• Conclusion and Future work
Chapter 9

• Comparison of handheld instruments for fruit quality assessment
Appendix

Figure 1.3 Structure of the dissertation

Chapter 5 encompasses experiments on kiwifruit juice at three
different temperatures performed in the two overtone regions of the OH
stretch of water. The isosbestic point was observed, and the effect of sample
pathlength on the development of the calibration model for quality
assessment was explored. Using EPO pre-processing, temperature
correction was performed using the PC1 loading of the difference matrix
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obtained after subtracting the mean of water spectra at different
temperatures from the lowest temperature mean spectrum of water.
Experiments were performed on kiwifruit pulp to investigate the
effect of starch on the performance ability of the calibration model which is
discussed in chapter 6. Aquagrams were able to show how the water
spectral pattern changes for high and low starch samples.
Chapter 7 includes work on chilling injury (CI) fruit. The methods of
aquaphotomics were explored for the detection of CI in juice and whole
intact fruit. Absorption of near infrared radiation by intact and CI fruit is
discussed.
Chapter 8 reports the results of fruit analysis experiments, where the
emphasis is placed on experiments conducted using the benchtop
spectrometer and Felix instrument. The experiments were conducted at
different temperatures, and water spectra were measured to correct for
temperature.
Chapter 9 summarises the research work conducted and gives some
proposals for future study.

1.3 Contributions
The work presented in this thesis has been carried out at the Bioengineering Group of the New Zealand Institute for Plant and Food
Research, Ruakura. The author also acknowledges the financial support of
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a Ph.D. scholarship from The University of Waikato, New Zealand, and
MBIE Contracts C11X1208 & C11X1601 with Plant & Food Research, New
Zealand.

The main original contributions from this research work are:


The interference term for EMSC/EPO, the PC loading generated
from the pure water-temperature spectral matrix, was used to build
a temperature-independent model;



An an-harmonic oscillator model was used to establish 12 water
bands in the second overtone region that corresponded to reported
wavelengths in the first overtone region of water;



The effect of sample pathlength in different overtone regions of OH
stretch of water to interpret aquaphotomics ability was investigated;



Aquaphotomics was investigated to predict the quality of apples and
kiwifruit in the second overtone region of water.
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2. Harpreet Kaur, Rainer Künnemeyer, Andrew McGlone (2020)
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Chapter 2: Background Information
and Aquaphotomics
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This chapter provides an overview of fruit quality, near infrared
spectroscopy, different data analysis techniques, aquaphotomics, and the
effect of sample temperature on the development of a calibration model.

2.1 Fruit Quality: DM and SSC
In this thesis, the term ‘fruit quality’ refers to characteristics of the fruit that
determine consumer acceptability in terms of the fruit’s taste. In other
words, it means “How good does the fruit taste to the consumer?”. There
are several aspects of fruit quality that together determine the overall
consumer acceptance of a particular fruit. These attributes fall into two basic
classes: one that includes factors that appeal to our sense of ‘touch’ and the
other that contains the factors that appeal to our sense of ‘taste’ (Fillion &
Kilcast, 2002). The first group includes fruit firmness, crispness, juiciness,
and crunchiness and therefore, can be referred to as fruit texture. However,
the second group includes traits such as fruit sweetness, acidity, and
flavour, which appeal to our sense of taste.
With the rapid development of the global economy and
improvement in living standards over the last couple of decades, fruit
consumption has increased significantly. However, consumers now have
higher expectations of obtaining good quality fruit. The research in this
thesis predominantly focussed on kiwifruit and apples. Consequently, the
work concentrated on the measurement of two closely related fruit quality
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attributes; dry matter (DM) and soluble solid content (SSC; measured as
°Brix). DM is an important quality attribute linked to taste across a broad
range of fruits. For climacteric fruit that store starch during fruit growth,
and are harvested mature but unripe, the DM remains fairly constant
during ripening with only small changes due to transpiration, starch
conversion and respiration. Fruit DM is dominated by the significant
carbohydrate component (around 75% of DM for kiwifruit, for example)
that is sugar and starch at harvest (McGlone & Kawano, 1998). A major
characteristic of kiwifruit ripening is the increase in sugars that occurs as
insoluble starch is converted into soluble solids, of which the simple sugars
glucose (2–6%), fructose (1.5–8%), and sucrose (2%) provide the bulk
(McGlone & Kawano, 1998). It is the soluble sugars that ultimately drive
consumer preferences for sweet-tasting fruits. Hence, DM indicates either
the potential or the actual sugar content, and thus a dominant part of the
taste characteristics of the fruit (McGlone & Kawano, 1998).

2.2 Fruit Quality Assessment
2.2.1 Destructive Methods for DM and SSC measurement
DM and SSC measurements on the fruit are usually made by cutting the
fruits, which is a destructive method of analysis. Brix readings are
considered equivalent to the soluble solids in the fruit and are generally
measured with a handheld refractometer, using juice expressed from two
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thin slices taken from each side of the fruit. The readings are recorded and
then averaged to get the mean Brix value. For DM, the measurements
involve cutting two thin slices from approximately 3 mm thick slices of the
fruit removed from either side of the fruit (in the case of apple) or one slice
taken from the middle (for kiwifruit) and drying them in an oven for 24
hours at 65°C (McGlone & Kawano, 1998). These methods for measuring
fruit quality parameters are destructive, time-consuming, and labourintensive. Hence, there is a need to develop non-destructive techniques that
will save time, money, and labour.

2.2.2 Non-destructive Methods for DM and SSC measurement
Researchers worldwide have investigated various methods for quality
assessment

of

fruit,

including

acoustic

techniques,

spectroscopic

techniques, machine vision, and electronic noses (Wang et al., 2015). Among
these technologies, near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) can be considered the
most researched non-destructive technique for the assessment of internal
fruit quality (Fu et al., 2009; Moghimi et al., 2010; Chen & Han, 2012; Kumar
et al., 2015). NIRS analysis is non-destructive and produces no chemical
waste. NIRS was first used in agricultural applications by Norris (1964) to
measure moisture in grain. Since then it has been used for rapid analysis of
mainly moisture, protein, and fat content of a wide variety of agricultural
and food products (Davies & Grant, 1987; Gunasekaran & Irudayaraj,
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2000). Early applications in horticulture focussed on DM of onions (Renfroe
& Kays, 1985), SSC of apples (Bellon-Maurel, 1992) and water content of
mushrooms (Roy et al., 1993), but since then many other applications have
followed. As the propagation of NIR radiation in fruit and vegetable tissue
is affected by their microstructure, it was soon discovered that NIRS could
also be used to measure microstructure-related attributes, such as stiffness
(Lammertyn et al., 1998), and internal damage (Clark et al., 2003a).
Since the spectra of the fruit contain information related to chemical
composition, NIRS methods are successfully set up and commercialized for
fruit grading applications, especially for SSC, DM, acidity, and firmness
(Ragni et al., 2012). NIRS has been used as a rapid and non-destructive
technique on a range of commodities; for example, for SSC determination
of various fruits and vegetables including apples (Lammertyn et al., 2000b;
McGlone et al., 2003), kiwifruit (McGlone & Kawano, 1998; Slaughter &
Crisosto, 1998; McGlone et al., 2002c), peaches and nectarines (Valero et al.,
2007; Kaur et al., 2017b), satsuma mandarins (Gómez et al., 2006), and
tomatoes (Slaughter et al., 1996). NIR calibrations have also been developed
for moisture, DM and total solids content (TSC) in some intact commodities
including dates (Schmilovitch et al., 1999), kiwifruit (DC Slaughter, 1998),
mangoes (Walsh et al., 2004; Subedi et al., 2007), and onions (Lohumi et al.,
2014; Jantra et al., 2017).
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2.3 Near infrared spectroscopy
A tribute to Karl Norris: Father of NIR spectroscopy
It is extremely sad that the founder and “the father of NIR spectroscopy”:
Karl Norris (Fig. 2.1) passed away on July 17, 2019, at the age of 98. Through
this thesis work on NIRS and aquaphotomics, I would like to pay tribute
and owe so much to Karl Norris. Karl Norris was a strong advocate for
understanding the chemical and physical mechanisms that underpin the
successful use of NIRS. He was no fan of the blind approach common in
modern application of NIRS, where spectra are measured and then
predictive models are made via automated computer algorithms that
require no user input or expert knowledge. I imagine the subject of
aquaphotomics, in attempting to understand fundamental mechanisms,
would enjoy his favour.
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Figure 2.1 Karl Norris at Beltsville with his Cary 14 in the background, photographed in
1982 (Davies, 2011)

2.3.1 Fundamentals of near infrared spectroscopy
NIRS is a vibrational spectroscopy method in the near infrared region of
780–2500 nm where overtones or combinations of the fundamental
stretching bands respond (Fig. 2.2). The NIR region is divided into the
short-wavelength range (SWNIR) from 700 to 1100 nm (sometimes called
“the Herschel region”) and the long-wavelength NIR range from 1100 nm
to 2500 nm (LWNIR) (Wang et al., 2015). The SWNIR region is considered
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to be the absorption band of higher-order overtones while the LWNIR
belongs to the first or second overtones.

Figure 2.2 The distribution of overtone and combination bands of the main organic bonds
in the electromagnetic wave region (Harris & Altaner, 2013).

The absorption intensity reduces as the overtone number increases.
Molecular vibrations in the NIR region are in the form of X-H, where X is
carbon, nitrogen, or oxygen and H is hydrogen. The vibration modes of XH are due to stretching, bending, or deformation (Osborne et al., 1993).
Organic molecules have specific absorption patterns in the near-infrared
region that can report the chemical composition of the material being
analysed.
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2.3.1.1 Modes of Vibration
The absorption of electromagnetic radiation in the infrared region of the
spectrum depends on the existence of an electric dipole moment across the
vibrating bond. Consequently, diatomic molecules such as H2, Cl2, and F2
do not produce vibrational absorption bands since they have no permanent
electric dipole moments (Osborne et al., 1993). It is a triatomic molecule or
AX2, group that is of interest in NIRS, particularly in connection with this
research. The vibration modes of a molecule can be either stretching or
bending. Stretching modes involve a continuous change in the interatomic
distance along the axis of the bond, whereas bending modes involve a
change in the bond angle. For an AX2 group, there are six possible modes of
vibration; two stretching and four bending modes, known as symmetrical
stretching, asymmetrical stretching, scissoring, rocking, wagging, and
twisting (Fig. 2.3).

Figure 2.3 Modes of vibration of an AX2 group (El - Azazy, 2018).
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2.3.1.2 Absorption bands of important constituents
The most common absorbing species observed in fruit are listed in table 2.1.
It becomes evident that O-H and C-H bonds will dominate the absorption
spectra of fruit in the NIR region. Thus, using absorption peaks observed
by other authors, it is possible to list the positions of the absorption peaks
expected to observe in fruit.

Table 2.1 Positions of expected absorption peaks in fruit between 700 and 1100 nm
(Osborne et al., 1993)

Wavelength
(nm)
746
760
834
838
860
888
905
913
913
920
938
938
958

Absorbing
Species
CH2
H2O
H2O
Sugar
Cellulose
Sugar
Cellulose
CH2
Sugar
Cellulose
CH2
H2O
H2O

Wavelength
(nm)
970
978
978
978
986
990
994
1005
1010
1030
1030
1058
1099

Absorbing
species
H2O
H2O
Sugar
Cellulose
H2O
Starch
H2O
Sugar
H2O
H2O
Starch
Cellulose
H2O

Table 2.1 shows each O-H and C-H group absorbs radiation at several
wavelengths, and many of the absorption peaks of water overlap with the
absorption peaks of the other molecular species present in the fruit. From
this table, water is the dominant species in fruit. The overlapping of
absorption peaks make the task of distinguishing between different species
difficult.
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2.3.2 Measurement setup
Three different measurement setups for obtaining near infrared spectra are
shown in Fig. 2.4. In reflectance mode (Fig. 2.4(a)), light source and detector
are mounted under a specific angle, e.g., 45°, to avoid specular reflection. In
transmittance mode, the light source is positioned opposite to the detector
(Fig. 2.4(b)), while in interactance mode the light source and detector are
positioned parallel to each other in such a way that light due to specular
reflection cannot directly enter the detector (Fig. 2.4(c)). This can be
achieved by means of a bifurcated cable in which fibers leading to the
source and detector are parallel to each other and in contact with the
product, or by means of a special optical arrangement (Greensill & Walsh,
2000; McGlone et al., 2002b). In both reflectance and transmittance mode,
integrating spheres may also be used to collect light and increase the signal
to noise ratio (Nicolaï et al., 2007).
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Figure 2.4 Setup for the acquisition of (a) reflectance, (b) transmittance, and (c)
interactance spectra, with (i) the light source, (ii) fruit, (iii)
monochromator/detector, (iv)light barrier, and (v) support. In interactance
mode, light due to specular reflection is physically prevented from entering
the monochromator by means of a light barrier (Nicolaï et al., 2007).

In selecting the measurement setup, it is important to know that the
penetration of NIR radiation into fruit tissue decreases exponentially with
the depth (Greensill & Walsh, 2000; Lammertyn et al., 2000a). The light
penetration depth is defined as the distance at which the light intensity
drops to a value of 1/e, or ~37%. Fraser et al. (2001) found a penetration
depth of more than 25 mm in the 700–900 nm range, reaching a peak of 35
mm at 713 mm and less than 1 mm in the 1400–1600 nm range for apple.
The limited penetration depth restricts the potential of reflectance or
interactance measurements for detecting internal defects, and decreases the
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accuracy of NIR based measurements of internal quality attributes of thickskinned fruit, such as citrus. Transmission measurements, on the other
hand, need very high light intensities which can easily burn the fruit surface
and alter its spectral properties. Also, the transmitted light carries
information about the skin and the core of the fruit which might or might
not be relevant, depending on the application.
Schaare and Fraser (2000) compared reflectance, interactance, and
transmission measurements to measure SSC, density, and internal flesh
color of yellow-fleshed kiwifruit. They found that interactance mode
spectra provided the most accurate estimates (Fig. 2.5). SSC was predicted
with a standard error of prediction (SEP) of ± 0.80°Brix and with correlation
coefficient R2 of 0.93 (Schaare & Fraser, 2000). This study suggested that the
accurate results were obtained using interactance mode, followed by
transmission mode, and in general, the reflectance was least accurate.
Lammertyn et al. (2000a) found only marginal differences between
reflectance and interactance measurements to determine the SSC of apple.

Figure. 2.5 Comparison of predicted to actual SSC content for the three different spectral
modes (Schaare & Fraser, 2000).
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McGlone et al. (2002c) used interactance mode for prediction of DM
and SSC of kiwifruit. The SSC of kiwifruit was predicted with R2 = 0.92, and
RMSEP = 0.39%. Afterward, Clark et al. (2003b) used interactance mode
with the same equipment and procedures of McGlone et al. (2002c) to
predict storage disorders of kiwifruit (A. chinensis). Fu et al. (2009)
compared the transmission and reflectance modes of visible (VIS)
spectroscopy/NIRS using a very sensitive spectrometer for detecting
brown heart in pears. With such a spectrometer, better results were
obtained based on transmission spectra than those of reflectance spectra.

2.4 Data Analysis
Applications of spectroscopy to measure fruit quality attributes are usually
conducted in the Vis/NIR region as spectra in this range contain a good
deal of information about O-H, C-H, and N-H vibration absorptions
(Pissard et al., 2013). The Vis/NIR spectrum has a low signal-to-noise ratio
and high overlap of combination bands and overtones, due to the complex
constitution of fruits. The result is a complexity of convolutions and
collinearities in the Vis/NIR spectrum. Also there is variable light scattering
phenomenon involved, confusing signal interpretation further, since fruit
contains many different scattering particles (e.g. various organelles inside
the fruit cells) and interfaces (e.g., rigid cell walls, skin, seeds). Therefore,
chemometrics is applied for extracting information concerning specific
quality attributes from the spectral data (Wang et al., 2015).
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2.4.1 Chemometrics
Water is the most important chemical constituent of most fruit and
vegetables. As water highly absorbs near infrared radiation, the near
infrared spectrum of fruit and vegetables is dominated by water. Further,
the near infrared spectrum is essentially composed of a large set of
overtones and combination bands. This, in combination with the complex
chemical composition of a typical fruit or vegetable causes the near infrared
spectrum to be highly convoluted and confused with collinearities. Finally,
the spectrum may further be complicated by wavelength dependent
scattering effects, tissue heterogeneities, instrumental noise, ambient effects
and other sources of variability. As a consequence, it is difficult to assign
specific absorption bands to specific functional groups let alone chemical
components. Multivariate statistical techniques (also called chemometrics)
are therefore required to extract the information about quality attributes
which is buried in the NIR spectrum (‘model calibration’). Essentially this
involves regression techniques coupled with spectral pre-processing
(Nicolaï et al., 2007).

2.4.2 Spectral pre-processing techniques
Spectral pre-processing techniques are used to remove any irrelevant
information which cannot be handled properly by the regression
techniques. Several pre-processing methods have been developed for this
purpose (Martens & Stark, 1991; Næs et al., 2002).
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1) Multiplicative Scatter Correction
Multiplicative scatter correction (MSC) was first proposed by Ilari et al.
(1988) to compensate for the effect of non-uniform scattering created by
diverse particle sizes, uneven distribution and other physical effects in the
spectral data. The feasibility of MSC has been confirmed by Liu et al. (2010)
and Shao et al. (2009). It is done by linearizing each spectrum to an “ideal”
spectrum, which corresponds to the average spectrum of the calibration set.
The linear relationship between each spectrum and the average spectrum is
fitted through the method of least squares. This suggests that MSC is
feasible for removing the ‘ideal’ linear scattering when the linear
relationship between absorbance and sample concentration is good.

2) Signal normal variate
Signal normal variate (SNV) is similar to MSC; the objective is to eliminate
the deviations caused by particle size and scattering (Barnes et al., 1989).
The method assumes that the absorbance spectrum of the sample follows
some trend, such as Gaussian distribution. Therefore, based on this
hypothesis, each spectrum is calibrated. The first step is to get the average
value of a spectrum that is subtracted from the original spectrum and then
the result is divided by the standard deviation of the spectrum. The
correction capability of SNV is usually stronger than that of MSC as SNV
corrects each spectrum alone (Wang et al., 2015).
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3) Derivative correction
Derivative correction is a widely used method in NIRS. The first and second
derivatives of the spectrum are applied to reduce baseline effects and
scattering, respectively, and to amplify the presence of smaller absorbances
otherwise obscured by larger absorbances. They can remove background
interference, distinguish superimposed peaks, and enhance the spectral
resolution. Walsh et al. (2004) utilized second derivative absorbance spectra
to develop a calibration model for SSC and DM prediction for various fruits
including apples, kiwifruit, and mangoes, and achieved low error values.

2.5 Why Aquaphotomics?
Fruits such as apples and kiwifruit, are more than 80% water (Osborne,
1997). A water absorption peak dominates the NIR spectrum of whole,
intact fruit in the SWNIR region around 970 nm, which can shift and vary
in shape in response to changes in factors such as temperature, DM, or SSC
(Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7).
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Figure 2.6. Short-wave NIR (700–1100 nm) spectra of nectarines, peaches, and plums
(Golic & Walsh, 2006). The absorption peak around 970 nm is the second
overtone of water (Lin & Ying, 2009).

Figure 2.7. Absorbance spectra for soft (dashed line) and firm (solid line) kiwifruit
(McGlone & Kawano, 1998).
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Historically, the water content of fruit has been considered as
interference. The shift in water bands can create a bias reducing model
performance when predicting quality parameters (Kawano et al., 1995;
Roger et al., 2003; Acharya et al., 2013). Therefore, some researchers have
preferred to avoid the water band region when creating models to reduce
bias due to temperature shift, for, e.g. using the wavelength range of
745– 825 nm and 845–900 nm (Acharya et al., 2014). Intact fruit is composed
of three main constituents; water, soluble solids, and insoluble solids. It is
reasonable to expect the foundation for an accurate NIR spectroscopic
prediction of sugar content in fruit would be the carbohydrate peaks.
However, close inspection of a fruit spectrum in the region of 780 to 1100
nm reveals that the signal is dominated by the water absorbance bands
around 840 and 970 nm (Fig. 2.6, 2.7). NIR spectra have been shown to
reliably predict the DM content of apples (McGlone et al., 2002a) and
kiwifruit (McGlone et al., 2002c). This is not surprising given DM is equal
to one minus the water content. To overcome the problem of high bias due
to temperature variation and to understand how the structure of water
changes with these variations, Aquaphotomics focusses on absorbance
patterns related to water bands and the effect of perturbations due to
variation in factors such as temperature, the concentration of solutes, and
the environment as depicted in Fig. 2.8. (Tsenkova, 2006; Tsenkova, 2007;
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Tsenkova, 2008b; Tsenkova, 2009; Tsenkova et al., 2015; Tsenkova et al.,
2018).

Figure 2.8. The concept of aquaphotomics as it helps in identifying perturbations
(variations in temperature, solute concentration, and environment)

NIR spectroscopy, along with multivariate spectral analysis, shows
that changes in the water structure reflect other solutes present in the water.
The first overtone of the OH stretch of water (1300-1600 nm) has been used
to measure small concentrations of solutes and for disease diagnosis
(Kinoshita et al., 2012; Takemura et al., 2015). The water peaks at 1450 nm
(the first overtone of the OH stretch of water) and 970 nm (the second
overtone of the OH stretch of water) in fruit/juice vary due to SSC
concentration, temperature, and DM. Therefore, in this research work, an
aquaphotomics approach was investigated to learn more about changes in
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the water structure that are apparent in the 1300-1600 nm and 800-1100 nm
wavelength regions. Firstly, it is important to understand what is meant by
aquaphotomics, as explained in the next sub-section.

2.5.1. What is Aquaphotomics?
The aquaphotomics concept was proposed by Prof. Roumiana Tsenkova
from the Biomeasurement Laboratory, Kobe University, Japan, in 2005
(Tsenkova, 2006). Aquaphotomics primarily focuses on water spectral
regions using NIRS to determine water bands that change or become visible
due to the change/variation. It describes the dynamic spectroscopy of
biological and aqueous systems based on changes in water molecular
vibrations related to other molecules present in a biological specimen,
which helps in understanding the overall function of the system (Tsenkova
et al., 2015; Tsenkova et al., 2018). Aquaphotomics is introduced to describe
the concept of approaching water as a multi-element system that can be
described by its multidimensional spectra. It uses spectroscopic techniques
to follow changes in water molecular vibrations caused by other molecular
vibrations present in a biological specimen, which helps in understanding
the function of the whole system (Tsenkova, 2009).

2.5.1.1 Water matrix coordinates (WAMACS) and aquagrams
In the area of the first overtone of water, 12 water absorbance bands
corresponding to specific water molecular species were uncovered
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(Tsenkova, 2006). These 12 absorbance bands, named water matrix
coordinates (WAMACS), were found to be consistently important in
spectral analysis of different aqueous and biological systems, and under
different perturbations. Table 2.2 provides assignments for the WAMACS
of the first overtone of OH stretching vibrations (Muncan & Tsenkova,
2019). The water absorbance spectral pattern WASP is usually presented by
aquagrams (Fig. 2.9). An aquagram is a radar chart that displays normalized
absorbance at selected water absorbance bands. For the first overtone of
water, the axes of the aquagram are usually based on previously discovered
12 WAMACS. Specifically, the absorbance at each of the selected WAMACS
wavelengths was calculated as:

𝐴′𝜆 =

(𝐴𝜆 −𝜇𝜆 )
𝜎𝜆

(1)

where 𝐴𝜆 is the SNV absorbance value for a sample at wavelength 𝜆, and 𝜇𝜆
and 𝜎𝜆 are the mean and standard deviations across all SNV transformed
samples at that wavelength.
The aquagrams are visually very convenient tools that enable quick
and comprehensive comparison of different systems or conditions of the
same system by comparison of their WASPs.
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Table 2.2. Water matrix coordinates in the area of the first overtone of water in the near
infrared region (1300 to 1600 nm) (Muncan & Tsenkova, 2019)

WAMACS

Range
(nm)

Assignment

C1

1336–1348

2ν3: H2O asymmetric stretching vibration

C2

1360–1366

OH-·(H2O)1,2,4: Water solvation shell

C3

1370–1376

ν1 + ν3: H2O symmetrical stretching vibration and H2O asymmetric
stretching vibration
OH-·(H2O)1,4: Water solvation shell

C4

1380–1388

O2-·(H2O)4: Hydrated superoxide clusters
2ν1: H2O symmetrical stretching vibration
Water confined in a local field of ions (trapped water)

C5

1398–1418

S0: Free water
Water with free OHWater hydration band

C6

1421–1430

C7

1432–1444

S1: Water molecules with 1 hydrogen bond

C8

1448–1454

OH-·(H2O)4,5: Water solvation shell

C9

1458–1468

C10

1472–1482

S3: Water molecules with 3 hydrogen bonds

C11

1482–1495

S4: Water molecules with 4 hydrogen bonds

C12

1506–1516

H-OH bend and O-H…O

S2: Water molecules with 2 hydrogen bonds
2ν2 + ν3: H2O bending and asymmetrical stretching vibration

ν1: H2O symmetrical stretching vibration
ν2: H2O bending vibration
Strongly bound water
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Figure 2.9. Aquagrams of culture media of groups of probiotic, moderate and nonprobiotic strains. Average values of normalized absorbance values of the
water matrix coordinates for each group are plotted on each wavelength axis
(Slavchev et al., 2015).

2.5.2 What has been done in Aquaphotomics?
Most aquaphotomics work so far has focused on the first overtone of the
OH stretch of water (1300-1600 nm) (Tsenkova, 2006; Tsenkova, 2010; Matija
et al., 2012; Gowen et al., 2013; Munćan et al., 2014; Gowen et al., 2015;
Tsenkova et al., 2015; Bázár et al., 2016; Cui et al., 2017). There are very few
publications in which the second overtone region has been explored.
In the research carried out at the Biomeasurement Technology
Laboratory at Kobe University, Japan, water was perturbed with lactose,
NaCl, metals, and other solutes at various concentrations. The concept has
also been applied to observe differences in milk from healthy and mastitisinfected cows (Meilina et al., 2009).
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The literature review revealed that very little research has been done
using aquaphotomics in the second overtone region. Jinendra et al.
(Jinendra et al., 2010) used SWNIRS and aquaphotomics for the diagnosis
of soybean plants infected with the soybean mosaic virus (SMV).

Figure 2.10. (A) The second derivative single plant average spectra of healthy and
soybean mosaic virus-infected soybean plants. (B) The difference spectrum of
the two sets of average spectra for healthy and soybean mosaic virus-infected
plants (Jinendra et al., 2010)

Spectra of leaves were collected in the range of 730–1025 nm from
healthy and infected plants using an NIR spectrometer (FQA-NIR Gun,
Shizuoka Shibuya Seiki, Hamamatsu, Japan). The second derivative
transformed infected plants’ spectra and showed a difference in their
response to the healthy plant group throughout the spectrum (Fig. 2.10).
The difference was most significant in the 890–1025 nm region where the
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SMV-inoculated plants’ spectra showed a general downward slope and no
clear absorbance peaks in the 890–950 nm region. The researchers observed
spectra variations in the 890–1025 nm region resulting from different
molecular vibration patterns of water molecules caused by the virus
infection, which allowed successful discrimination of virus-infected
soybeans in the latent stage of the disease. The peak shift observed at
970 nm towards shorter wavelengths showed the virus’s influence on
commonly observed leaf water stress. The wavelengths 870 nm, 910 nm, 936
nm, 950 nm showed different water absorbance patterns (WAP) for virusinduced hypersensitivity water stress, which can be used to confirm the
presence of SMV infection. The classification model, based upon soft
independent modelling of class analogy (SIMCA), predicted the disease
with 91.6% sensitivity and 95.8% specificity when the second order
derivatives of the individual plant averaged spectra were used in the water
wavelength range (730-1025 nm).
In another application, aquaphotomics in the 890-1120 nm range was
used to characterise 18.2 MΩ water and Nano-Harmonized Substance
(NHS) as shown in Fig. 2.11(a) (Matija & Tsenkova, 2011). In the second
experiment, human skin was characterised under three different conditions:
non-treated, treated by the emulsion (a solution of cream base) and the
cream with NHS (Fig.2.11(b)). Different water spectral patterns were
obtained showing the difference between various treatments.
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Figure 2.11. a) aquagram of water and NHS in the second overtone, b) spectrum of
human skin: not treated, treated by emulsion and treated cream which
contents NHS (Matija & Tsenkova, 2011).

To predict low concentrations of sugars, Bázár et al. (Bázár et al.,
2015) used near infrared spectroscopy in the first overtone region of the OH
stretch of water (1300-1600 nm). The accuracy of the validation models for
lactose concentration showed values of R2CV =0.99 and 0.98, RMSECV=1.08
mM and 0.42 mM in the 10-100 mM and 1-10 mM concentration ranges,
respectively. However, the PLSR model did not perform well in the lower
1-0.1 mM and 0.1-0.02 mM range. Converting mM concentration of sugars
into °Brix, for example, for sucrose whose molecular weight is
342.2965 g/mol (Sritham & Gunasekaran, 2017), 1-100 mM sucrose
concentration is converted into approximately 0.034–3.42 °Brix (Harvey,
2000). Since the SSC concentration (measured in °Brix, where 1 °Brix is a
ratio of 1g of sucrose/100g of solution) of kiwifruit juice typically varies
between 6 and 20 °Brix (McGlone & Kawano, 1998; Feng et al., 2011), it is
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higher than the concentrations described in the above study. Therefore, the
same technique was applied to observe the effect of SSC concentration on
the water structure and the model performance.
To observe how water structure changes with water quality, Kovacs
et al. (Kovacs et al., 2016) used NIRS along with aquaphotomics to get
information on different water species. This approach provided
information about qualitative changes in water molecular arrangements
without taking into account the reason for the alteration in quality. Different
species and concentrations of solutes in aqueous systems structure the
water solvent differently. Water samples were perturbed with 1-100 mM
concentrations of acetic acid, lactose, and NaCl. Measurements taken in the
first overtone region of water were used to find WAMACS. Different water
species are activated upon perturbing the sample with different solutes, as
shown in the water absorbance pattern chart called an aquagram (Fig. 2.12).
The aquagram of the aqueous solutions of acetic acid (Fig. 2.12a) show
mainly higher absorbance values at shorter wavelengths, but lower
absorbance values at longer wavelengths, compared to Milli- Q water,
which means they contain more water molecules with free OH bonds. In
Fig. 2.12b, which presents the aquagram of aqueous solutions of lactose, the
water spectral pattern (WASP) of the higher concentrations implies more
hydrogen bonded water structures compared to pure Milli-Q water, while
the WASP of the lower concentrations represents fewer hydrogen bonded
water structures.
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Figure 2.12. Aquagrams of aqueous solutions (a, acetic acid; b, lactose; c, sodium
chloride) calculated at selected characteristic wavelengths (Kovacs et al., 2016)
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The aquagram of aqueous solutions of sodium chloride (2.12(c)) in
the higher concentration samples shows higher absorbance values in the
range between 1318 and 1360 nm, which may refer to the first overtone of
free OH stretch (OH–(H2O)n, n=1…4), and in the range between 1438 and
1455 nm. These are known as the bands of water hydration, water
molecules connected to other water molecules (S1), and the asymmetric
stretching and bending of the first overtone of water (H2O-2ν2+ ν3).
However, in the range between 1492 and 1526 nm, the higher concentration
samples provided lower values; these wavelengths are connected with
strongly hydrogen-bonded water. These findings mean that decreasing the
concentration of salt causes a shift towards longer wavelengths.
One interesting application, investigating the adulteration of honey
with high fructose corn syrup (HFCS), was made by Bázár et al. (Bázár et
al., 2016) in the 1300-1800 nm wavelength region. Aquaphotomics-based
evaluations showed that unifloral honey contained more highly organized
water than industrial sugar syrup, supposedly because of the greater
variety of molecules dissolved in the multi-component honey. Adulteration
with HFCS caused a gradual reduction of water molecular structures,
especially water trimers, which facilitate interaction with other molecules.
Levels of HFCS adulteration could be detected using leave-one-honey-out
cross-validation (RMSECV = 1.48; R2CV = 0.99) and partial least squares
regression using the 1300–1800 nm spectral band that contains absorption
bands related to both water and carbohydrates.
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2.6 Effect of sample temperature on quality prediction
The NIR spectrum of water is sensitive to temperature variations (Segtnan
et al., 2001). Since fruits are more than 80% water, their NIR spectrum is also
affected by temperature variations. Previous researchers have studied the
effect of temperature on prediction models of fruit quality (Acharya et al.,
2013), observing that a calibration equation developed at one fixed
temperature could not reliably predict samples at a different temperature.
The framework of aquaphotomics appears suitable for examining the
temperature sensitivity of water spectra as they appear in fruit
measurements.
To access model accuracy, the following parameters are used. The
prediction error of a calibration model is defined as the root mean square
error for cross-validation (RMSECV) when cross-validation is used or the
root mean square error for prediction (RMSEP) when internal or external
validation is used (Næs et al., 2002; Nicolaï et al., 2007):
𝑛𝑝

∑𝑖=1(𝑦̂𝑖 −𝑦𝑖 )2

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑃 = √

𝑛𝑝

(1)

where np is the number of validated objects, and ŷi and yi the predicted and
measured value of the ith observation in the test set, respectively. This value
gives the average uncertainty that can be expected for predictions of future
samples. The number of latent variables (LV) in the calibration model is
typically determined as that which minimises the RMSECV. Some
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researchers also use the standard error of prediction (SEP) which is bias
corrected RMSEP:
𝑛𝑝

𝑆𝐸𝑃 = √

∑𝑖=1(𝑦̂𝑖 −𝑦𝑖 −𝑏)2
𝑛𝑝

(2)

with b representing the model bias.
Calibration models are called robust when the prediction accuracy is
relatively insensitive to unknown changes in external factors (Wang et al.,
1991). The main factor that affects model performance is temperature. The
hydroxyl group of pure water causes a broad absorption band around
1449 nm due to a combination of antisymmetric and symmetric stretching
modes of water (Maeda et al., 1995). This band is an overlay of various
component spectra corresponding to water clusters with no, one, two, three
and four hydrogen bonds. Raising the temperature decreases the average
cluster size and increases the relative absorbance of the clusters with no
hydrogen bonds, causing a sharpening and shift of the hydroxyl band to
shorter wavelengths. In fruit and vegetable applications, temperature
differences between calibration and validation sets mainly cause bias (Golic
& Walsh, 2006). Roger et al. (Roger et al., 2003) found a bias of 8°Brix for a
temperature variation of 20°C (range 5-25°C) for SSC prediction in apples.
Several techniques are used to compensate for temperature fluctuations.
Kawano et al. (1995) developed calibration equations using samples at
different temperatures. Peirs et al. (2003) proposed to either develop a
global robust calibration model to cover the temperature range expected in
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future measurements or to develop different models for dedicated
temperatures. (Roger et al., 2003) virtually removed the temperatureinduced bias in SSC by applying the external parameter orthogonalisation
(EPO) algorithm as a preprocessing technique to remove that part of the
spectral data matrix of fruit which is most affected by temperature.
Using the framework of aquaphotomics, changes in the water
structure of fruit juice and whole, intact fruit occurring with changes in
temperature were analyzed. Water wavelengths affected by temperature
variation were identified in the first and second overtone regions. Two
correction pre-treatments; i.e. extended multiplicative scatter correction
(EMSC) and EPO with principal component loading of water at different
temperatures as an interferent spectrum, were used to correct for
temperature variation.

2.6.1 EMSC
The concept of EMSC pre-treatment was introduced by Harald Martens
(Martens & Stark, 1991; Martens et al., 2003; Martens et al., 2006). EMSC
was designed to explicitly compensate for the chemical variabilities by
including information about the major analyte and the interferent spectra
to be removed.
Equation 3 describes the theory of EMSC:

X = bo + b1 X + b2I + e

(3)
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where X is the RAW observed spectra, X is the reference spectrum (the
mean of all calibration spectra), I is an interferent spectrum (to be
determined), bo, b1, and b2 are fitting constants, and e is the residual (Gowen
et al., 2011a). The corrected spectrum 𝑋̂ is calculated by rearranging Eqn. 3
as shown below:
𝑋−𝑏𝑜
𝑏 𝐼
𝑋̂ =
− 2 = 𝑋̅ +
𝑏1

𝑏1

𝑒

(4)

𝑏1

where the constant terms can be estimated by MLR.

2.6.2 EPO
The concept of EPO was introduced by Roger et al. (Roger et al., 2003). It is
a preprocessing method that aims at removing the part most influenced by
the external parameter variations from the X space. The method estimates
this parasitic subspace by computing a PCA on a small set of spectra
measured on the same objects, while the external parameter is varying.
With no preprocessing Roger observed that the bias in the sugar content
prediction was about 8°Brix for a temperature variation of 20°C (Calibration
model at 25°C predicting samples at 5°C). After EPO preprocessing, the bias
was not more than 0.3°Brix for the same temperature range.
The theory of the EPO algorithm is outlined below (Minasny et al.,
2011). Let S be the m-dimensional space of the n measured spectra; the
spectra can be written as
S= C+G+R

(5)
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where
C

is the chemical spectral responses;

G

is the part of the matrix that is perturbed by the external

parameter and is independent from C; and
R

is the independent residual

In matrix form, the spectra X (size n x m) can be written as:
X =XP+XQ+R

(6)

where
P

is the projection matrix (size m × m) of the useful part of the spectra:

X*=XP;
Q

is the projection matrix (size m × m) of the not useful part (e.g.,
influenced by temperature) of the spectra: X#=XQ; and

R

is the residual matrix (size n × m)
The aim of EPO is to obtain the useful spectra X*=X(I−Q), while

matrix Q can be written as Q=GGT.
To estimate G, the uninformative part of the spectra that is
orthogonal to the useful part of the spectra, Roger et al. (Roger et al., 2003)
suggested using the principal component of the difference spectra D.
where
D

is the difference matrix generated by subtracting the average spectra

for the samples at lowest temperature from the samples at all temperatures.
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The spectra in both the calibration and validation sets were then
multiplied by the correction factor I-GGT, where I is the identity matrix and
GT is the transpose of G.
The transformed spectra are calculated as X*=XP where P= I-GGT.
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Chapter 3: Simple sucrose solution
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3.1 Introduction
To better understand the process of aquaphotomics analysis, the research
work started with simple solutions of sucrose. The literature confirmed that
the NIR spectrum of water is sensitive to sugar variations (Segtnan, 2001;
Jensen et al., 2003). The water peak at 1450 nm (first overtone of OH stretch
of water) and 970 nm (second overtone of OH stretch of water) in sucrose
solutions varies with concentration.
Since kiwifruit and apple consist of more than 80% water, their
spectral signature will also be affected by varying sugar concentration. The
aquaphotomics discipline was investigated to learn more about changes in
the water structure caused by the sucrose perturbation in the 1300-1600 nm
and 870-1100 nm wavelength regions. Not only the first overtone region of
OH stretch of water (1300-1600 nm) was investigated but also the SWNIR
region as it is important for intact fruit quality measurement.
The effect of path length (cuvette size) was also investigated for its
effect on the interpretation ability of aquaphotomics in the second overtone
region of water. Aquagrams were built for varying concentrations of
aqueous sucrose samples.

Measurements with optimal path length

improved the signal to noise (SNR) ratio (Jensen & Bak, 2002). All
measurements were recorded with an FT-NIR spectrophotometer.
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3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Sample preparation
Sucrose (C12H22O11, M = 342.30 g.mol-1, Sigma-Aldrich Corporation,
Missouri, USA) was used to prepare aqueous solutions in the concentration
range from 5 to 17.5% (w/w) with a step increase of 2.5%. Solutions were
prepared using Milli-Q water. The Milli-Q water was produced by a water
purification system (Millipore, Thermofisher Scientific, Australia) and had
a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ·cm.

3.2.2 Reference measurement
The Brix value of all the sucrose solutions was measured at room
temperature using a digital refractometer (Atago Co. Ltd, Tokyo, Japan),
calibrated to zero with Milli-Q water (Vasquez & Mueller, 2019). The Brix
value was recorded after placing 0.5 ml of sample into the measurement
chamber of the refractometer, enough to fully cover the optical interface.

3.3.3. NIR spectra collection
The transmittance spectra of the solutions were measured at 20°C (±1 °C)
with an FT-NIR spectrometer (Tango, Bruker Corporation, Germany)
equipped

with

a

temperature-controlled

cuvette

holder.

Two

measurements per sample were recorded using quartz cuvettes of 1 mm
and 10 mm optical path length. The spectra were measured over the
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wavelength range of 870-2500 nm. All spectra were the average of 32
successive scans with a resolution of 16 cm-1. Measurements were also taken
for Milli-Q water with 1 mm and 10 mm pathlength cuvettes at the
beginning of the experiment.

3.3. Aquaphotomics Analysis
The standard aquaphotomics analysis investigates spectral data at 12
discrete wavebands, called the water matrix coordinates (WAMACS),
which are known to be affected by perturbations of the water structure
(Tsenkova et al., 2015). For the first overtone water region, these wavebands
sit under the broad water absorption peak at 1450 nm, are between 5 and 20
nm in width, and typically separated by more than 5 nm (Tsenkova et al.,
2018). The discrete wavebands are attributed to a mix of different water
vibrational states, as well as five different H-bonded species (S0, S1, S2, S3,
and S4 where the number indicates the number of hydrogen bonds per
species) (Maeda et al., 1995). The standard protocol involves assigning
individual wavelengths from the spectral dataset to each waveband of the
WAMACS (Tsenkova et al., 2015). The exact wavelength in each case is
determined from examination of the band activity with respect to:
1) the sample-water difference spectra (i.e., subtracting Raw water
spectrum from Raw apple juice spectra)
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2) the loading plots of principal component analysis (PCA) of Raw
apple juice spectra, and
3) the second derivative spectra.
Multiple choices exist for some wavebands, but the exact value is not critical
given the bandwidth of the FT-NIR system is around 3.3 nm at 1450 nm,
less than the typical width and/or separation of the WAMACS bands.
Once the WAMACS wavelengths are selected, a water spectral
pattern (WASP) presented on the aquagram can be drawn and examined in
terms of the system perturbation. The aquagram provides a convenient
graphic view for examining the cause and effect of system perturbation in
terms of the underlying water structure. Aquagrams were generated from
the SNV spectral data. Specifically, the absorbance at each of the selected
WAMACS wavelengths was calculated as:

𝐴′𝜆 =

(𝐴𝜆 −𝜇𝜆 )
𝜎𝜆

(1)

where 𝐴𝜆 is the SNV absorbance value for a sample at wavelength 𝜆, and 𝜇𝜆
and 𝜎𝜆 are the mean and standard deviations across all SNV transformed
samples at that wavelength.
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3.4 Results and Discussion:
3.4.1 First overtone analysis (1300-1600 nm)
The RAW spectra of sucrose solutions at six different concentrations, plus a
pure water spectrum, are shown in Fig. 3.1. The FT-NIR measurements
were taken using a 1 mm pathlength cuvette since water has high
absorption in this region (Jensen & Bak, 2002). There is a broad absorbance
peak at 1450 nm that corresponds to O-H stretch first overtone of water
(Burns & Ciurczak, 1992), decreasing in magnitude with increased
concentration (%). Since water does not contain sugars, its peak intensity
was highest and followed in order by lower peak intensities for the low to
high sucrose concentration samples.

Increasing
Concentration

1450 nm

Figure 3.1. Raw absorbance spectra of sucrose solution at six different concentrations and
water at 20°C in the first overtone region (1300–1600 nm) with a peak at
1450 nm.
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3.4.1.1 Aquaphotomics Analysis
1) Difference absorption spectra: Raw Sucrose solution – Raw Water
With increasing concentration, the difference absorption spectra (Raw
Sucrose solution– Raw Water) of the sucrose solutions decreased in the 1414
and 1455 nm regions, with respect to the zero line (Fig. 3.2). Characteristic
water bands were observed at 1414 nm due to S0 (free water) and 1455 nm
due to v2+v3, where v2 is bending mode, and v3 is antisymmetric stretching
mode. These bands were within 2 nm to those observed in the difference
spectra of aqueous sugar (Bázár et al., 2015).

1414 nm

1455 nm

Figure 3.2. Raw absorbance difference spectra of sucrose solutions and water after
subtracting raw absorbance spectrum of water in the first overtone region at
20°C.
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2) PCA loadings and scores
Three principal components (PCs), which explain over 99% of the spectral
variation, were extracted from the Raw absorbance data in the first overtone
region (Fig. 3.3). The first PC explains 99.83% of the variation in the data
and shows a peak at 1415 nm, attributed to the OH stretch of the free water
molecule (S0) (Tsenkova et al., 2015). The second and third PCs explain only
insignificant variation. The samples were rank-ordered in descending trend
with respect to concentration. This means that with the increase in sucrose
concentration, the free water molecule species, S0, decreases.

Figure 3.3. PCA loading and score plots of raw absorbance spectra of water and sucrose
solutions. Rectangular boxes signify explained variance in percentage. Labels
indicate peak wavelengths in the loading plot.
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3) Second derivative spectra of RAW spectra
The second derivative spectra (Fig. 3.4) were used to assist in the
identification of further absorption bands, particularly small and/or
overlapping absorption peaks not resolvable in the original RAW spectra.
The free water, S0 band is strong at 1414 nm and bands corresponding to
higher order H-bond water species, such as dimers (S2) and trimers (S3)
(Segtnan, 2001; Bázár et al., 2015), are attributed to peaks/troughs in the
region from 1440–1470 nm. The broad shoulder-like peak at 1518 nm is
attributed to even more highly organized water structures with strong Hbonds (Tsenkova et al., 2015).

1386 nm

1518 nm

1318 nm

1346 nm
1414 nm

1447 nm
1463 nm

Figure 3.4. Raw second derivative spectra of sucrose solution at six different
concentrations and a spectrum of water. Labels show peak wavelengths of the
water spectrum.
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4) Identification of WAMACS
An aquaphotomics water matrix coordinate system (WAMACS) was
created using the feature wavelengths found from the above spectral
analysis that correspond closely to water band coordinates reported in the
literature (Fig. 3.5) (Tsenkova et al., 2015). The final selected wavelengths
for each WAMACS coordinate as represented in Table 3.1 were C1: 1346 nm
from raw second derivative spectra; C2: 1363 nm (picked randomly); C3:
1375 (picked randomly); C4: 1386 nm from second derivative spectra; C5:
1414 nm from raw absorbance difference spectra; C6: 1424 nm from PC
loading; C7: 1447 nm from raw second derivative spectra (close to water
band); C8: 1455 nm from raw absorbance difference spectra; C9: 1463 nm,
C10: 1481 nm, C11: 1483 nm all from PC loading, C12: 1518 nm from second
derivative spectra (close to water band). There were no gaps or confusions
evident in the selections; the wavelength coordinates all matched well with
the wavelength scheme previously reported (Tsenkova et al., 2015).
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Figure 3.5 Water matrix coordinates in the area of the first overtone of water in the near
infrared region (1300 to 1600 nm) (Muncan & Tsenkova, 2019).

Table 3.1 Summary and assignment of the characteristic water absorbance bands for
sucrose concentration
WAMACS

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12

Assignment

v3
OH stretch
shell)
v1+v3

Water bands, nm

Activated
wavelengths, nm

first overtone region

First overtone

1336-1348
1360- 1366

OH stretch (water
shell)
S0 (free water)
Water
hydration,
H5O2
S1

1380-1388

1346
1363(picked
randomly)
1375(picked
randomly)
1386

1398-1418
1421-1430

1414
1424

1432-1444

v2+v3
S2
S3
S4
Strongly
bonded
water or v1,v2

1448-1454
1458-1468
1472-1482
1482-1495
1506-1516

1447(close to the
band)
1455
1463
1481
1483
1518 (close to the
band)

(water

1370-1376
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5) Aquagrams
The derived WASPs presented in the aquagrams, reveal differences
between pure water and sucrose solutions with varying concentrations (Fig.
3.6(a),(b)). As the concentration level rises, the number of strongly Hbonded water molecular species (S2, S3, and S4) and highly bonded water
increases, with free water states (free water S0) decreasing, indicating more
highly organized water structures. The aquagram (Fig. 3.6(b)), becomes
more relevant when the water spectrum is subtracted from each of the
spectra of the samples in Fig. 3.6(a)) that provides a baseline to the
aquagram.
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Figure 3.6 a) Aquagram for sucrose solutions at six concentrations and water at 20°C, b)
Modified aquagram for the same samples by subtracting water from each
sample.

3.4.2. Second overtone analysis (800-1100 nm)
In the second overtone region, spectra of the same samples were measured
with 1 mm (Fig. 3.7(a)) and 10 mm (Fig. 3.7(b)) pathlength cuvettes (Jensen
& Bak, 2002).
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1 mm cuvette

10 mm cuvette

Figure 3.7 Raw absorbance spectra of sucrose solution at six different concentrations and
water at 20°C in the second overtone region (870-1100 nm) with a peak at 970
nm for a a) 1 mm pathlength cuvette, b) 10 mm pathlength cuvette.

There is a broad absorbance peak at 970 nm that corresponds to the
O-H stretch second overtone of water (Burns & Ciurczak, 1992), decreasing
in magnitude with increased concentration (%) when using the 10 mm
pathlength cell. The 1 mm cuvette measurements are much more randomly
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ordered. This means that sample pathlength plays an important role to get
an optimal signal to noise ratio in the first and second overtone regions
(Jensen & Bak, 2002).

3.4.2.1 Aquaphotomics Analysis
1) Difference absorption spectra: Raw Sucrose solution – Raw Water
With increasing concentration levels, the difference absorption spectra of
the sucrose solutions decreased in the 960 nm region with respect to the
zero line (Fig. 3.8). Peaks were observed at 912 nm, 960 nm, and 1059 nm.
These peak wavelengths will be later used to select 12 water wavelengths
and to plot aquagram.

1059 nm

912 nm

960 nm

Figure 3.8 Raw absorbance difference spectra of sucrose solutions and water after
subtracting the raw absorbance spectrum of water in the second overtone
region at 20°C.
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2) PCA loadings and scores
Two principal components (PCs), which explain over 99% of the spectral
variation, were extracted from the raw absorbance data for the first
overtone region (Fig. 3.9). The first PC explains 91% of the variation in the
data and shows a peak at 960 nm that is close to water dimer (S1) (Sirinnapa
& Sumio, 2008). The second PC explains 9% of the variation and emphasizes
the same water band at 960 nm.

Figure 3.9 PCA loading and score plots of raw absorbance spectra of water and sucrose
solutions in the second overtone region. Rectangular boxes signify explained
variance in percentage. Labels indicate peak wavelengths in the loading plot.
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3) Second derivative spectra of Raw spectra
The second derivative spectra (Fig. 3.10) was used to assist in the
identification of further absorption bands, particularly small and/or
overlapping absorption peaks not resolvable in the original Raw spectra.
The water dimer S1 band is strong at 959 nm and bands corresponding to
higher-order H-bond water species, such as dimers (S2) at 979 nm
(Sirinnapa & Sumio, 2008). This shape is different from the first overtone
region where there are two dips (Fig. 3.4). In the second overtone region
there is a sharp downward peak at 959 nm.

948 nm
926 nm
971 nm
934 nm
978 nm

959 nm

Figure 3.10 Raw second derivative spectra of sucrose solution at six different
concentrations and a spectrum of water. Labels show peak wavelengths of the
water spectrum.
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4) Identification of WAMACS
An aquaphotomics WAMACS in the second overtone region was created
using the peak wavelengths found from the peaks/dips of the abovementioned processing techniques. However,

it was found that the

WAMACS in the first overtone region of water (1300–1600 nm) were well
described in the literature (Tsenkova et al., 2015),very few publications are
available that identify water wavelengths in the second overtone region
(800–1100 nm). Matija and Tsenkova (2011) generated an aquagram using
wavelengths identified by the harmonic oscillator model. In the harmonic
oscillator model, the overtone frequencies are calculated from the
fundamental frequency and are an integral multiple. If f is the fundamental
frequency of vibration of a molecule, then the overtone frequency will be
calculated as
𝑓𝑛= (𝑛 + 1)𝑓

(3.1)

where fn is the nth overtone frequency. Values converted to the respective
wavelengths (nm) are shown in column 4 of Table 2.
However, an anharmonic oscillator model should more accurately
predict the overtone wavelengths, since it more realistically accounts for the
potential energy asymmetry of the molecule binding state. To account for
anharmonicity, the overtone frequencies were calculated using the
anharmonicity constant, x, whose value is approximately 0.01 (Osborne et
al., 1993). The second overtone frequency is not an integral multiple of f but
can be calculated as
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(3.2)

𝑓2 = 3𝑓(1 − 4𝑥)

This anharmonic oscillator model was used to establish 12 water
bands in the second overtone region that correspond to reported
wavelengths in the first overtone region of water (Table 3.1). The water
bands are identified using the same protocol as described in section
3.3.1.1.(4).
Table 3.1. Summary and assignment of the characteristic water absorbance bands for
sucrose solution

WAMACS

Assignment

Water band wavelengths
(nm)

First
overtone
region
(13001600 nm)

Calculated
water
wavelengths (nm)

Second overtone region
(800-1100 nm)

Second overtone region
(800-1100 nm)

1336-1348
1360-1366
1370-1376
1380-1388

913-917
920-925

923-927
930- 935

912
926

926
934

1398-1418

932-945

942-955

934

948

1421-1430

947-953

957-963

948

959

C7

v3
OH stretch
(water shell)
v1+v3
OH stretch
(water shell)
S0
(free
water)
Water
hydration,
H502
S1

Harmonic
oscillator
model
891-899
907-911

1432-1444

955-963

965-973

959

971

C8
C9
C10

v2+v3
S2
S3

1448-1454
1458-1468
1472-1482

965-969
972-979
981-988

975-979
982-989
992-998

971
978
982

978
990
997

C11
C12

S4
Strongly
bonded
water
or
v1,v2

1482-1495
1506-1516

988-997
1004-1011

998-1007
1014-1021

990
1010

1010
1021

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

Anharmonic
oscillator
model
900-908
916- 920

Harmonic
oscillator
model
897
907

Anharmonic
oscillator
model
907
912
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5) Aquagrams
The aquagrams of sucrose solutions in the second overtone region are
shown in Fig. 3.11. The longer pathlength cell of 10 mm (Fig 3.11(b) and Fig
3.11(c)) substantially reduces the noise in the WASP. The pathlength of the
sample cell is an important factor when making SWNIRS measurement
since light is much less absorbed in this region. Moreover, using the
anharmonic model for overtone calculation, a better aquagram can be built
in the second overtone region (Fig 3.11(b),(d)) that is similar to aquagrams
produced in the first overtone region (Fig 3.6(a),(b)). Bonded water species
(S2, S3, S4, and (v1,v2)) increase with sucrose concentration in the second
overtone region.
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Figure 3.11 Aquagrams for sucrose solutions at six concentrations and water at 20°C with
a) 1 mm cuvette and anharmonic model, b) 10 mm cuvette and anharmonic
model, c) 10 mm cuvette and harmonic model, and d) 10 mm cuvette and
anharmonic model after subtraction of the water spectrum from each sample.

3.5 Conclusion
Using the aquaphotomics, water bands were identified in two overtone
regions that represent sucrose activity in water. The same bands were
activated in the second overtone region compared with the first overtone
region when using anharmonic oscillator model.
Sample path length plays an important role when generating
aquagrams. Those built in the second overtone region from 10 mm path
length measurements showed a clear water spectral pattern similar to that
of the first overtone measurements using a 1 mm cell.
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This study shows the use of NIRS and aquaphotomics to identify
water bands activated by the presence of sugar in water. The same analysis
method will be used in the following chapters to find water bands in fruit
juice and intact whole fruit in the two different overtone regions of the OH
stretch of water.
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Chapter 4: Apple juice (First overtone
region and temperature variation)
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4.1 Introduction
Consumers have a preference for sweet-tasting apples and their juice
(Aprea et al., 2017). Since the soluble solid content (SSC; measured as °Brix)
is dominated by soluble sugars that determine sweet taste, so it is an
important quality attribute to measure the sugar content (Magwaza &
Opara, 2015).

Over the last couple of decades, NIRS has been used

extensively for rapid and non-destructive quality assessment of various
fruits, such as apples, kiwifruit or similar (McGlone et al., 2003; Nicolaï et
al., 2007; Lin & Ying, 2009; Kaur et al., 2017b). This technique has also been
applied to apple juice for sugar content measurement, detection of quality
deterioration during processing/storage, and prediction of adulteration.
NIR transflectance spectroscopy in conjunction with chemometrics using
the wavelength range 400 to 2500 nm was able to detect fructose corn syrup
and added sugars adulteration in apple juice samples with an accuracy of
91–100% (León et al., 2005). Similarly, quality deterioration of ‘Pinova’
apple juice in different storage states was detected using NIRS in
transmittance mode covering the wavelength range from 900 to 1350 nm
(Zhu et al., 2011). Transmission NIRS over the range 680 to 1235 nm was
used in conjunction with multiple linear regression (MLR) modelling to
predict the sugar content of apple juice samples with a standard error of
prediction (SEP) of 0.44% (Temma et al., 2002).
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Prior studies on apple juice have not definitively elucidated the
mechanism by which SSC is estimated or predicted from NIR spectra.
Apple juice is 80-85% water, and so its NIR spectrum is dominated by water
absorption bands, such as the major peak at 1450 nm in the first overtone
region of water (1300–1600 nm) (León et al., 2005; Workman & Weyer, 2007).
It is common knowledge that NIR spectra of water solutions are affected by
the sugar concentration and, in the past, various water-sugar solutions,
such as those involving glucose, fructose, lactose and sucrose, have been
studied to learn the effect of sugars on water (Golic, 2003; Giangiacomo,
2006). Apple juice should be little different in that regard. The wavelength
region from 1300–1600 nm has also been shown to be a good discriminator
for applications such as the identification of honey adulteration, in
monitoring the differences in probiotics growth when used for rapid
bacteria selection, and in detecting contaminants in water (Gowen et al.,
2015; Slavchev et al., 2015; Bázár et al., 2016). Hence, the wavelength region
should also be a good discriminator for SSC concentration of apple juice.
The objective of the first part of this chapter is to investigate
aquaphotomics concepts to apple juice with varying SSC (°Brix)
concentration at a constant temperature (25°C). The natural variation in SSC
across a range of juice samples is considered the perturbation effect, a
difference from many other aquaphotomics studies involving a series of
adulterants or diluents (Tsenkova et al., 2018). The key focus was on the
usefulness of the aquagram, as in the water spectral pattern (WASP)
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depicting the influence of the main water molecule structural features, in
both understandings and in developing predictive models for the SSC of
the apple juice samples.
Another part of this chapter focuses on the influence of temperature
on water molecular species of apple juice. The NIR spectrum of water is
sensitive to temperature variations and so will be the spectrum of fruit and
fruit juice since they consist of around 85% water. This often results in bias
when a calibration model developed at one temperature is applied to
another temperature (Acharya et al., 2013). For example, for intact peaches,
the calibration equation developed using samples at one temperature could
not reliably predict sample properties at a different temperature (Kawano
et al., 1995). In this chapter, the changes in the water structure of apple juice
caused by variation of temperature are investigated using aquaphotomics.
The work focusses on spectra in the 1300–1600 nm region surrounding the
strong water absorption peak at 1450 nm. The aquaphotomics analysis has
suggested the possible advantageous use of EMSC pre-processing, using an
interferent derived from pure water spectra. This can help to remove the
temperature sensitivity of SSC of apple juice NIR calibrations.
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4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Sample preparation
A total of 110 ‘Braeburn’ (Malus domestica') apples were purchased from
New Zealand retail stores. The juice was expressed from about 1 cm thick
slices of outer skin and flesh removed from the two opposite sides of each
fruit. The juice samples were collected in Eppendorf tubes and were frozen
at -10°C until the optical measurements and reference measurements were
to be made. Before those measurements, the frozen samples were first
thawed and then centrifuged at 13400 rpm for 3 min (MiniSpin, Eppendorf,
Germany) to get clear juice solution (Fig. 4.1).
Milli-Q water was used as a reference sample for both the spectral
and the refractive index measurements. The Milli-Q water was produced
by a water purification system (Millipore, Thermofisher Scientific,
Australia) and had a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ.cm .
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Figure 4.1. Experimental procedure for SSC (°Brix) measurement

4.2.2 Reference SSC (°Brix) measurement
The SSC value of the apple juice samples was measured at room
temperature using a digital refractometer (Atago Co. Ltd, Tokyo, Japan),
calibrated to zero with Milli-Q water (Vasquez & Mueller, 2019). The Brix
value was recorded after placing 0.5 ml of juice into the measurement
chamber of the refractometer, enough to fully cover the optical interface.

4.2.3 Spectral acquisition
The transmittance spectra from 870-2500 nm of the apple juice were
measured with an FT-NIR spectrometer (Tango, Bruker Corporation,
Germany), equipped with a temperature-controlled quartz cuvette (1 mm
optical path length) at 20°C, 25°C, and 30°C (±1 °C). Three consecutive
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spectra were recorded, each spectrum was the average of 32 spectral scans
measured with a resolution of 16 cm-1. The total number of apple juice
spectra was 990 (110 samples x 3 consecutive scans x 3 temperatures). A
reference spectrum of Milli-Q water was taken after every 11th juice
measurement, resulting in a total number of 33 water spectra (11 samples x
3 consecutive scans). After omission of seven samples (four clerical errors,
three outliers) the final data set consisted of 103 apple juice samples (927
spectra). The wavelength range above 1800 nm was discarded as there as
was no signal due to high absorption of water.

4.2.4 Aquaphotomics analysis
The water bands were calculated using the standard protocol described in
Chapter 3. Once the WAMACS wavelengths are selected, WASP presented
on the aquagram can be drawn and examined in terms of the system
perturbation. The aquagram provides a convenient graphic view for
examining the cause and effect of system perturbation in terms of the
underlying water structure.

4.2.5 Multivariate analysis
The analysis involved the development of predictive models using either
the original measured absorbance spectra (termed Raw) or pre-processed
forms of:
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SNV+2D. This was standard normal variate transformation of the
raw spectra followed by second derivative processing (Savitzky–
Golay 2nd order derivative with smoothing parameters: width 15,
order 2).



EMSC. This was extended multiplicative scatter correction of the raw
spectra, as described by equation 2.3 in Chapter 2.



Combined: This was a combined dataset containing samples at all
three temperatures. Predictions were done on an individual
temperature dataset. SNV+2D transformation was performed on the
calibration and validation datasets.

The PLSR models for SSC prediction were developed using the PLS toolbox
version 8.6.2 (Eigenvector Research Inc., Wenatchee, USA) operating under
MATLAB version 2018b (Math Works Inc., Natick, USA). Four-fold
venetian blind cross validation was applied, to ensure there was no over
fitting, with latent variables selected based on the lowest root mean square
error of cross validation (RMSECV). A set of two different wavelength
ranges was investigated at one temperature of 25°C for model development:
1300–1600 nm (first overtone of water) and 870–1800 nm (whole
wavelength range). An SSC predictive model was also developed in the
wavelength range 1300–1600 nm using the samples at 20°C for calibration
and then applied to samples at 25°C and 30°C for independent SSC
prediction.
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4.2.6 Statistical Analysis
Four uniquely different calibration-validation sets were obtained through a
4-way leave-each-group-out process that started with splitting the data set
into four unique subsets. The samples were first rank ordered by SSC value,
indexed from 1 to 4 in sequence, and then split into separate sets based on
the index value. Each of the four calibration-validation sets was then created
by holding out each subset in turn as an independent validation dataset,
leaving the remaining three subsets to be combined as the calibration
dataset. Consequently, the total number of samples in each calibration set
was 77 and in each validation set 26. The calibration modelling still involved
a separate 4-way venetian blind cross-validation process, necessary to
determine the optimal number of latent variables.

4.3 Results and Discussion
The SSC of apple juice samples varied from 7.3 to 13.7°Brix with a standard
deviation of 1.19°Brix (Table 4.1). For the convenience of the aquaphotomics
analysis, the samples were grouped into three classes: ‘Low SSC’ with
7.3– 9 °Brix, ‘Med SSC’ with 9–12 ° Brix, and ‘High SSC’ with 12–13.7 °Brix,
with each group containing an equal number of samples.
Table 4.1. Distribution statistics for SSC levels on different SSC class
Sample class

SSC (°Brix)

Mean

Low SSC

7.3-9

8.6

Med SSC

9-12

10.61

High SSC

12-13.7

12.73

Total

7.3-13.7

10.63
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4.3.1 The raw Spectra
The average raw absorbance spectra of apple juice samples at the three
different SSC levels and three temperatures, plus a pure water spectrum,
are shown in Fig. 4.2. The prominent feature is a broad absorbance peak
centred around 1451 nm attributed to various water states or species related
to the first overtone of the O-H stretch (Burns & Ciurczak, 1992). The peak
absorbance was highest for free water and then decreased with increasing
SSC. As the temperature increased in apple juice and water samples, the
absorbance peak shifted to shorter wavelengths with a broadening of the
peak and a decrease in intensity (Fig. 4.2 (b)). The isosbestic point of the
water spectra, the wavelength where absorbance does not change with
temperature, was at 1444 nm and shifted 2 nm towards the right for the
apple juice samples (Workman & Weyer, 2007).
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a)

b)

Figure 4.2. Average raw absorbance spectra of apple juice at three temperatures 20, 25,
30°C in a) the first overtone region (1300–1600 nm), b) magnified. Coloured
labels indicate the wavelength of the isosbestic point of water (purple) and the
peak wavelengths at three temperatures.
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4.3.2 Aquaphotomics Analysis

4.3.2.1 Difference absorption spectra: Raw Apple juice – Raw Water
With increasing SSC concentration, the difference absorption spectra of the
apple juice solutions decreased at 1412 and 1455 nm, while they slightly
increased at 1592, 1689, and 1723 nm with respect to the zero line (Fig. 4.3).
Characteristic water bands were observed at 960 nm due to 2v1 (symmetric
stretching mode) + v3 (antisymmetric stretching mode), 1151 nm due to v1
+v2 (bending mode) +v3, 1412 nm due to v1+v3, and 1455 nm due to v2+v3.
Some bands were observed at 1592 nm, 1689 nm, and 1723 nm which were
within 5 nm to those observed in the difference spectra of aqueous sugar
solution (Siesler et al., 2001; Tsenkova, 2002; Bázár et al., 2015).

Figure 4.3 Average raw absorbance difference spectra of apple juice samples and water
after subtracting average raw absorbance spectrum of water at 25°C
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4.3.2.2 PCA loadings and scores
Three principal components (PCs), which explain over 99% of the spectral
variation, were extracted from the raw absorbance data for the first
overtone region (Fig. 4.4). The first PC (Fig. 4.4 (a)) explains 76% of the
variation in the data and shows a single deep trough centred at 1414 nm,
attributed to the OH stretch of the free water molecule (S0) (Tsenkova et al.,
2015). That first PC demonstrates a strong negative correlation with SSC
whereas the second and third PCs have little correlation, explaining 20%
and 4% of variation respectively.

Figure 4.4. PCA a)loading, b)score plots of raw absorbance spectra of apple juice samples
arranged in ascending order of SSC at 25°C in the first overtone region of
water with explained variance shown at top of loading plots of each PC.
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4.3.2.3 Second derivative spectra of raw spectra
The second derivative spectra (Fig. 4.5) was used to assist in the
identification of further absorption bands, particularly small and/or
overlapping absorption peaks not resolvable in the original raw spectra.
The free water S0 band is strong at 1412 nm and bands corresponding to
higher order H-bond water species, such as dimers (S2) and trimers (S3)
(Segtnan, 2001; Bázár et al., 2015), are attributed to peaks/troughs in the
region from 1441–1470 nm. The broad shoulder-like peak at 1518 nm is
attributed to even more highly organized water structures with strong Hbonds (Tsenkova et al., 2015). It is noted that not all peaks and/or troughs
in a spectrum can be attributed to unique or specific bands since 2nd
derivative processing causes mathematical artefacts to appear, such as side
lobe peaks around main absorption peaks.

Figure 4.5 RAW second derivative spectra of apple juice at three different SSC levels and
average spectrum of water at 25°C. Labels show peak wavelengths of the
water spectrum.
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4.3.2.4 PLS regression vector
PLS models for SSC prediction were created using the raw absorption
spectra over two different spectral regions (Table 4.3). The PLS regression
vectors were characterized by many small but sharply defined peaks and
dips in the 1300–1600 nm region, resolved at differences of only a few
nanometers (Fig 4.6). The dominant feature was a particularly strong dip at
1454 nm which corresponds closely with the peak absorption observed in
the raw spectra (Fig. 4.2) (Chatani et al., 2014; Tsenkova et al., 2015). All the
identified peaks, whether large or small, were considered in the assignment
of the WAMACS.

Figure 4.6. PLS regression vector coefficients for SSC (°Brix) prediction of the apple juice
samples at 25°C in the first overtone region of OH stretch of water.
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4.3.2.5 Pure Water Analysis
There is a clear variation with temperature in the peak wavelength of the
water spectra (Fig. 4.2 (b)). When applying PCA to the water spectra, the
shape of the PC1 loading (Fig. 4.7(b)) is very similar to that reported by
Segtnan et al. (Segtnan, 2001) and Maeda et al. (Maeda et al., 1995), who
studied the effect of temperature on the NIR spectra of water. In their work,
the temperature of the water was varied between 5°C and 80°C, and PCA
was applied to the resulting spectra. In our case, the shape observed in PC 1
loading (Fig. 4.7(b)) suggests a change in water structure due to a change in
temperature since the corresponding PC 1 score (Fig. 4.7(a)) increases with
temperature. Hence, the PC1 loading was used in the EMSC correction
(equation 2.3 in Chapter 2) as an interferent spectrum to correct juice spectra
against temperature variation.

Figure 4.7 PC1 a) score, and b) loading of water in the whole wavelength range from 870–
1800 nm. Labels indicate the peak wavelengths.
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4.3.2.6 Identification of WAMACS
The wavelengths picked for the display on the aquagrams were selected
based on the wavelengths found to be important during previous analysis
(Fig. 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6) and they all correspond closely to water
coordinates reported in the literature (Tsenkova et al., 2015). The
wavelengths selected for each WAMACS coordinate were (Table 4.2) :
C1: 1345 nm from the raw second derivative spectra; C2: 1364 nm from the
third PC of PCA; C3: 1375 nm from the PLS regression coefficient; C4: 1383
nm from the PLS regression coefficient; C5: 1414 nm from the first PC of
PCA; C6: 1422 nm from the PLS regression coefficient; C7: 1447 nm from the
raw second derivative spectra; C8: 1455 nm from the raw absorbance
difference spectra; C9: 1467 nm, C10: 1472 nm, C11: 1499 nm; C12: 1509 nm
were all from the PLS regression coefficient. There were no gaps or
confusions evident in the selections; the wavelength coordinates all
matching well with the wavelength scheme previously reported (Tsenkova
et al., 2015; Muncan & Tsenkova, 2019).
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Table 4.2 Summary and assignment of the characteristic water absorbance bands for SSC
of apple juice
WAMACS

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12

Assignment

v3
OH stretch (water
shell)
v1+v3
OH stretch (water
shell)
S0 (free water)
Water
hydration,
H5O2
S1
v2+v3
S2
S3
S4
Strongly
bonded
water or v1,v2

Water bands
First overtone
region
1336-1348
1360-1366

Activated
wavelengths, nm
First overtone
1345
1364

1370-1376
1380-1388

1375
1383

1398-1418
1421-1430

1414
1422

1432-1444
1448-1454
1458-1468
1472-1482
1482-1495
1506-1516

1447
1455
1467
1472
1499
1509

4.3.2.7 Aquagrams
The derived WASPs patterns presented in the aquagrams show differences
between pure water and apple juice samples with varying SSC
concentrations (Fig. 4.8). As the SSC level rises, the number of strongly
H- bonded water molecular species (S2, S3, and S4) increases, with free
water states (free OH and S0) decreasing, indicating more highly organized
water structures (Fig. 4.8(a)). Conversely, as the temperature rises, the free
water (S0) increases as the water structure becomes less organized with the
increased molecular motion and less stable H-bonds (Fig. 4.8(b)). The
strongly H-bonded water molecular species (S2, S3, and S4) increase within
each temperature group (Fig. 4.8(b)) as seen previously at 25°C (Fig. 4.8(a)).
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Figure 4.8. Aquagrams for a) apple juice at three SSC levels and water at 25°C b) for apple
juice at three temperatures for low, medium, and high SSC levels.

4.3.3 Prediction of SSC
All PLSR models developed for SSC prediction, except those using EMSC
pre-processing, proved to be more or less equivalent and yielded SEP
values between 0.38 and 0.41°Brix (Table 4.3). Using only the narrow first
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overtone range (1300–1600 nm) was as good as using the whole spectrum
(870–1800 nm). This suggests that most of the relevant information on the
SSC concentration is available in the absorption region of the first overtone
of water, a finding which agrees with the literature predicting sugars (Bázár
et al., 2015), salts (Gowen et al., 2015), or detection of honey adulteration
(Bázár et al., 2016) and pesticides (Gowen et al., 2011b).

Table 4.3. Comparison of various pre-treatments and wavelength regions for SSC (°Brix)
prediction of apple juice using PLSR at a constant temperature of 25°C

Preprocessing
Raw
SNV+2D

Raw
SNV+2D

λ range
(nm)
13001600
(First
overtone
region of
water)
870-1800
(Whole
region)

R2cv
0.87
0.87

0.87
0.88

(Ncal=77 and Nval=26)
RMSECV
LV
R2p

RMSEP

Bias

SEP

0.41
(± 0.02)
0.40
(± 0.02)

4

0.88

3

0.89

0.41
(±0.04)
0.39
(± 0.04)

0.07
(± 0.05)
0.06
(± 0.04)

0.41
(± 0.04)
0.38
(± 0.04)

0.42
(± 0.03)
0.40
(± 0.03)

5

0.87

3

0.88

0.43
(± 0.05)
0.40
(± 0.06)

0.08
(± 0.06)
0.07
(± 0.04)

0.41
(± 0.05)
0.39
(±0.06)

The aquaphotomics analysis, particularly the strong and consistent
change of the aquagram patterns with temperature (c.f., Fig. 4.2(b)),
suggested the use of EMSC pre-processing using PC1 (Fig. 4.7(b)) from the
pure water-temperature change matrix as the interference component (Eqn.
2.3, Chapter 2). The spectra at the different temperatures collapsed to nearidentical spectral patterns following the EMSC processing (Fig. 4.9). There
was significantly improved model performance following EMSC pre-
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processing. The SSC prediction bias, observed when applying the 20°C
calibrated model to samples at different temperatures, was reduced to near
negligible levels. Compared to SNV+2D pre-processing only, the bias
dropped from 0.23 to 0.08 and 0.36 to 0.13°Brix for predicting the SSC at 25
and 30°C, respectively (Table 4.4). Similar results were achieved using a
combined dataset model that had samples from all three temperatures. In
addition, the model precision (SEP) was slightly improved by about
0.02°Brix in each case compared with SNV+2D method. The EMSC
interference term, the PC1 generated from the pure water-temperature
spectral matrix, is independent of the apple juice samples which
considerably simplifies generating a temperature independent model. It
does not require apple juice samples to be measured at different
temperatures – measurements at one temperature will suffice. This
approach may be applicable to other fruit juice or intact fruit modelling
problems where robustness against temperature changes is desirable.

Figure 4.9. a) Uncorrected and b)EMSC corrected apple juice spectra generated by
removing PC1 loading component of the water spectrum from apple juice
spectra. Labels indicate the wavelengths of the peaks.
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Table 4.4 Comparison of SNV+2D and EMSC pre-processing methods in the wavelength
range of 1300–1600 nm
Cal=
20°C
Val=
20°C

25°C

30°C

(Ncal=77 and Nval=26)
Preprocessing
SNV+2D

R2cv

EMSC

0.89

Combined

0.87

0.88

RMSEC
V
0.39(±
0.02)
0.39(±
0.01)
0.41(±
0.01)

L
V
3

R 2p

RMSEP

Bias

SEP

0.88
0.90

3

0.89

0.06(±
0.05)
0.06(±
0.05)
0.11(±
0.04)
0.23(±
0.11)
0.08(±
0.04)
0.08(±
0.03)
0.36(±
0.32)
0.13(±
0.12)
0.13(±
0.12)

0.40(± 0.08)

2

0.41(±
0.08)
0.38(±
0.04)
0.40(±
0.05)
0.46(±
0.10)
0.39(±
0.05)
0.39(±
0.05)
0.63(±
0.21)
0.47(±
0.10)
0.48(±
0.10)

SNV+2D

0.88

EMSC

0.89

Combined

0.89

SNV+2D

0.84

EMSC

0.85

Combined

0.85

0.37(± 0.04)
0.38(± 0.05)
0.40(± 0.05)
0.38(± 0.05)
0.39(± 0.05)
0.46(± 0.10)
0.44(± 0.11)
0.45(± 0.10)

4.4 Conclusions
The aquaphotomics study here has delivered insight into the free and
bonded water structure changes, as evident in the 1300–1600 nm spectral
range (first overtone region for water absorbance), occurring with changes
in SSC (7.3 to 13.7°Brix) and temperature (20, 25, and 30°C). The free water
components increase, the bonded water components decrease, as
temperature rises or SSC decreases. The absorbance bands of water which
were activated in response to perturbation by temperature and SSC were
clearly identified and they all fall within the ranges of 12 WAMACS in the
first overtone of OH stretch of water. Incorporation of the EMSC preprocessing method, with PLSR modelling, significantly reduced prediction
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bias when a model calibrated at one temperature (20°C) was applied to
samples at different temperatures (25 and 30°C). The EMSC method used
as an interference spectrum the PC1 loading vector generated from a
spectral matrix for pure water measured over the same temperature range.
The EMSC method with such a PC1 loading vector may well have
application advantages for other fruit juice or intact fruit measurement
modelling problems where robustness against temperature changes is
desirable.
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Chapter 5: Kiwifruit juice (first and
second overtone regions with
temperature variation)
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5.1 Introduction
As the water peaks at 1450 nm and 970 nm in fruit juice shift due to
temperature variation, aquaphotomics was investigated to learn more
about changes in water structure caused by temperature (Tsenkova et al.,
2015). In this chapter, calibration models were constructed for SSC (°Brix)
prediction in kiwifruit juice using an FT-NIR spectrometer and PLSR with
EPO correction. The water bands related to temperature variation in the
first and second overtone regions for kiwifruit juice samples were identified
and reported.

5.2 Methods and materials
5.2.1 Sample preparation
A total of 100 Gold Kiwifruit “Actinidia chinensis” were purchased from
New Zealand retail stores. The juice was expressed from about 2 cm thick
slices of outer skin and flesh removed from the two opposite endcaps of
each fruit, collected in Eppendorf tubes and then filtered through 0.2 μm
filter paper to produce a clear juice. The samples were stored in a
refrigerator at 4°C. FT-NIR analysis and reference measurements were
performed the next day after the samples were equilibrated to room
temperature (20°C). For reference data, the SSC of the kiwifruit juice was
measured using a digital refractometer (Atago Co. Ltd, Tokyo, Japan).
Milli-Q water was used as a reference sample for both the spectral
and the refractive index measurements. The Milli-Q water was produced
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using a water purification system (Millipore, Thermofisher Scientific,
Australia) and had a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ.cm.

5.2.2 Reference SSC (°Brix) measurement
The SSC value of the kiwifruit juice samples was measured at room
temperature using a digital refractometer (Atago Co. Ltd, Tokyo, Japan),
calibrated with Milli-Q water (Vasquez & Mueller, 2019). The Brix value
was recorded after placing 0.5 ml of juice into the measurement chamber of
the refractometer; this was enough to fully cover the optical interface.

5.2.3 Spectral acquisition
Transmittance spectra of the juice samples were measured at 20, 25, and
30°C (±1°C) with an FT-NIR spectrometer (Tango, Bruker Corporation,
Germany)

equipped

with

a

temperature-controlled

holder.

Two

measurements were acquired for each juice sample, using quartz cuvettes
of 1 mm and 10 mm optical path length for the 1300-1600 nm and 870-1100
nm wavelength ranges, respectively (Kaur et al., 2018). For each
measurement, one spectrum was the average of 32 successive scans and was
recorded with a resolution of 16 cm-1. The total number of juice spectra was
600 (100 samples x 1 consecutive scan x 3 temperatures x 2 cuvettes). A
reference spectrum of Milli-Q water was taken after every 11th juice
measurement, resulting in a total number of 11 water spectra (11 samples x
1 consecutive scans). The samples were divided into two sets; one each for
the 1300-1600 nm and 870-1100 nm wavelength ranges. After removal of
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five samples because of clerical errors, the final data set consisted of 95 juice
samples (285 spectra for three temperatures) in each wavelength set. The
spectral region above 1800 nm was discarded due to the high absorption in
aqueous samples.

5.2.4 Aquaphotomics analysis
An aquaphotomics WAMACS was created using the peak wavelengths
identified from PCA of the full data set in the first overtone region and in
the second overtone region. An anharmonic oscillator was used to establish
12 water bands in the second overtone region that corresponded to reported
wavelengths in the first overtone region of water (Osborne et al., 1993).
Aquagrams displaying the resulting WASP in each wavelength region were
then studied to observe temperature variation.

5.2.5 MultivariateAnalysis
Predictive models were developed using MATLAB version R2018b (Math
Works Inc., Natick, USA) and the PLS toolbox version 8.6.2 (Eigenvector
Research Inc., Wenatchee, USA) with four-fold Venetian blind crossvalidation applied. The samples were rank-ordered according to their SSC
values. The analysis involved the development of predictive models using
either the original measured absorbance spectra (termed Raw) or preprocessed forms of EPO correction (Roger et al., 2003).
The main data set in each wavelength range was split into three
temperature subsets for 20°C, 25°C, and 30°C, respectively. Sixteen juice
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samples (covering low to high SSC) were separated for the EPO correction.
This data set contained absorbance spectra of juice at three temperatures. In
addition, a set of independently measured water spectra at three
temperatures were taken to conduct the same EPO correction. The
calibration and validation set consisted of 63 and 16 samples, respectively,
selected using every fifth sample forming the validation set and the
remaining samples in the calibration set. To conduct EPO correction, a
difference matrix, D, was generated by subtracting the average spectrum of
the 20°C juice samples from the average spectrum of samples at 20, 25, and
30°C (explained in Chapter 2, section 2.6.2). The same procedure was
applied to the water temperature spectra to generate a difference matrix
using independently measured water samples at the three temperatures.
Then, PCA was performed on the difference matrix D generated with both
juice and water samples. The first PC loading of the D matrix for both juice
and water was chosen (Fig. 5.6) as it showed a strong correlation with
temperature. The PC1 loading (hereafter referred to as ‘G’) was further used
for correcting the calibration and validation spectra. A factor (I-GGT) was
multiplied with both the calibration and validation sets, where I is the
identity matrix and GT is the transpose of G. A calibration model was built
from the samples at 30°C, which was later applied to the samples at 20°C
for SSC prediction in each wavelength range (Fig. 5.8). The EPO corrected
calibration and the validation sets were then used for developing models
unaffected by temperature.
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5.3 Results and discussion
The SSC of kiwifruit juice ranged from 11.9 to 19.2°Brix, with a standard
deviation of 1.26°Brix. Fig. 5.1 shows the distribution of SSC for all fruit in
the experiment. There were fewer samples in the lower range of 12-14°Brix
in the overall sample population, with a higher number of samples in the
16-18°Brix region. 14-16°Brix and >18°Brix groups contained nearly equal
number of samples less than 16-18°Brix region.

Figure 5.1: Number of fruit vs SSC (°Brix) for the kiwifruit juice samples.

5.3.1 The raw spectra
The absorbance plot in Fig. 5.2 illustrates that as the temperature increased
in kiwifruit juice, the absorbance curve in the first overtone region shifted
to shorter wavelengths with a broadening of the peak and a decrease in
intensity (Fig. 5.2 (a)). However, in the second overtone region, there was a
slight upward shift in intensity towards the shorter wavelengths with
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increasing temperature (Fig. 5.2 (b)). The isosbestic points were 1444 nm
(before the water peak wavelength) and 994 nm (after the water peak
wavelength), respectively, approximately 4 nm away from the known water
isosbestic points (Workman & Weyer, 2007).

Figure 5.2: Average raw absorbance spectra of kiwifruit juice at three temperatures 20, 25,
30°C in a) the first overtone (1300-1600 nm); and b) the second overtone
(870- 1100 nm) region of the OH stretch of water. Labels indicate wavelengths
of the isosbestic points (the wavelengths where absorbance does not change
with temperature).
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5.3.2 Identification of WAMACS
The peak and trough wavelengths of the PC1 spectrum (PCA on all juice
samples and temperatures) were at 1414 nm and 1494 nm (the first
overtone), and 963 nm and 1027 nm (the second overtone), as shown in
Figure 5.3(a) and 5.3(b). These respective wavelength pairs were chosen to
be wavelengths very sensitive to temperature changes in juice (Table 5.1).
As expected, the zero-crossing points for the two PC1 plots were identical
to the isosbestic points observed in Figure 5.2. In the first overtone, C5: S0
(free water) and C11: S4 (species with four hydrogen bonds) were activated,
whereas C6: water hydration and C12: strongly bonded water were
activated in the second overtone region. Those WAMACS not identified
using PCA were chosen randomly from within each water band given in
Table 5.1.

Figure 5.3: PC1 loading of kiwifruit juice in a) the first overtone (1300–1600 nm); and b)
the second overtone (870–1100 nm) region of the OH stretch of water. Labels
indicate peak wavelengths (black) and zero-crossing points (red).
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Table 5.1. Temperature-perturbed water wavelengths of kiwifruit juice in the first
((Tsenkova et al., 2015; Muncan & Tsenkova, 2019)) and the second (Chapter 3)
overtone regions of water
WAMACS

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12

Assignment

v3
OH stretch (water
shell)
v1+v3
OH stretch (water
shell)
S0 (free water)
Water hydration,
H502
S1
v2+v3
S2
S3
S4
Strongly bonded
water or v1,v2

Wavelengths in overtone
region
First
Second
(1300-1600 nm) (800-1100 nm)
1336-1348
1360- 1366

900-908
916- 920

1370-1376
1380-1388

923-927
930- 935

1398-1418
1421-1430

942-955
957-963

1432-1444
1448-1454
1458-1468
1472-1482
1482-1495
1506-1516

965-973
975-979
982-989
992-998
998-1007
1014-1021

Activated
wavelengths, nm
First
Second
overtone
overtone

1414
963

1494
1027

5.3.3 Aquagrams
The aquagrams of average spectra of the juice at three temperatures are
illustrated in Fig. 5.4(a) and Fig. 5.5(a) for the two overtone regions. Free
water species increased with temperature in the two overtone regions.
However, the asymmetric stretching and bending (v2+v3) can only be seen
to increase with temperature for the second overtone region. As the
temperature rises in juice and water, the free water (S0) increases as the
water structure becomes less organized as a result of increased molecular
motion and less stable H-bonds (Fig. 5.4, 5.5). Different bands were seen to
change in the second overtone region compared with the first overtone
region. The expectation was that the activations would be the same in both
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regions; however, the findings were different. Similar aquagrams were
observed for kiwifruit juice and water, with both showing the same trends
(Figs. 5.4 and 5.5).

a) Kiwifruit Juice

b) Water

Figure 5.4: Aquagrams at three temperatures in the first overtone (1300-1600 nm) region
of the OH stretch of water in a) kiwifruit juice; and b) water
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a) Kiwfruit Juice

b) Water

Figure 5.5: Aquagrams at three temperatures in the second overtone (870-1100 nm) region
of the OH stretch of water in a) kiwifruit juice; and b) water
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5.3.4 PCA of the difference matrix D for EPO correction
There was an apparent variation with temperature around the peak
wavelength region of the juice spectra (Fig. 5.2). When applying PCA to the
difference matrix, D, of water and juice spectra, the shape of the PC1 loading
(Fig. 5.6(a),(b)) suggested a change in water structure resulting from the
change in temperature. Therefore, the PC1 loading of the difference matrix
D (both for juice and water) was used in the EPO correction (Fig. 5.6) as an
interferent spectrum to correct juice spectra against temperature variation.
The peak and trough wavelengths of the difference spectra, D were around
1414 nm and 1494 nm similar to PCA performed on the juice spectra (Fig.
5.3). However, the magnitude of water samples were higher than juice
because raw absorbance of water is more than juice. The PC1 spectra of the
water and the juice difference matrices overlapped (Fig. 5.7), and it was the
same variation due to water temperature that occurred in the juice samples.
This interference was removed using the EPO correction technique.

Figure 5.6 Average raw absorbance difference spectra of water and kiwifruit juice after
subtracting average raw absorbance spectrum of water and juice at 20°C,
respectively.
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b)

Figure 5.7 PC1 loading of water and juice difference matrix in the a) 1300-1600 nm region
with a 1 mm cuvette; and b) 870–1100 nm region with a 10 mm cuvette. Labels
indicate the peak wavelengths.

5.3.4 Effect of EPO correction
There were apparent spectral differences between the three juice
temperature datasets, as illustrated by the PC score plots from PCA
modelling of raw data in the 1300-1600 nm region (Fig. 5.8(a)). PC1
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explained 87.31% and PC2 explained 12.24% of the variation in the data.
The 20°C scores for the first two latent vectors did not overlap at all with
the 30°C scores, showing a substantial degree of segregation. However,
there was some minor overlapping between the scores at 20°C and 25°C.

a)

b)

Figure 5.8. Score plot (in 1300–1600 nm) of the first two principal components (PCs)
produced by the a) raw data at three temperatures; and b) EPO corrected data
using PC1 of water.
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To visualise the effect of EPO correction on the same dataset at three
temperatures, the PC1 of the difference matrix of water spectra at three
temperatures was used to correct the juice spectra against temperature
variation. After correction, a PC1 vs PC2 score plot of the corrected matrix
was developed (Fig. 5.8(b)).

The first PC explained 95.75% and PC2

explained 3.57% of the variation in the data. The degree of segregation was
reduced significantly, and there was substantial overlapping between 20°C,
25°C, and 30°C samples. This technique shows the potential for EPO
correction to reduce the effects of temperature variation by using an
independently measured water samples.

5.4 Prediction of SSC
The aquaphotomics analysis, particularly the strong and consistent change
in the aquagram patterns with temperature (c.f., Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5),
suggested the use of EPO pre-processing using PC1 (Fig. 5.7) from the pure
water and juice temperature change difference matrices as the interference
component (Chapter 2). The PC1 vs PC2 score plot at different temperatures
collapsed to strong overlapping of samples following the EPO processing
(Fig. 5.8(b)). There was a significantly improved model performance with
EPO pre-processing (Fig. 5.8). The SSC prediction bias, observed when
applying the 30°C calibrated model to samples at lower temperature, was
reduced to near negligible levels. Compared to raw data, the bias dropped
from 0.39 to 0.09 using EPO with PCWater and 0.07 with PCJuice in the
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1300– 1600 nm region (Fig. 5.9(a)). Similar results were achieved in the
second overtone region of water. The EPO interference term, the PC1
generated from the pure water-temperature spectral matrix, is independent
of the kiwifruit juice samples, which considerably simplifies generating a
temperature-independent model. It does not require juice samples to be
measured at different temperatures – measurements at one temperature
will suffice. This approach may apply to other applications such as other
fruit juices or intact fruit modelling problems, where robustness against
temperature changes is desirable. Moreover, its performance is comparable
to the results achieved using the PC1 component of the difference matrix of
juice at different temperatures, with insignificant bias.
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Figure 5.9. SSC prediction of kiwifruit juice in a) the first overtone (1300–1600 nm); and b)
the second overtone (870–1100 nm) region of the OH stretch of water. Yellow
and red circles are for calibration and validation data, respectively.

5.5 Conclusions
The influence of increasing temperature on the peak absorbance of kiwifruit
juice was a lateral shift in the first overtone region, in contrast to a vertical
shift in the second overtone region of water. Using aquaphotomics, the
water bands were identified in the two overtone regions. Different bands
were seen to change in the second overtone region compared with the first
overtone region.
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With the same data set, the use of EPO pre-processing was
investigated to assist in building temperature-independent PLSR models to
predict SSC in kiwifruit juice. The results showed that using the EPO
method, a significant reduction in the prediction bias was achieved, by at
least a factor of 10, when applying a model created at one temperature to
measurements made at another.
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6.1 Introduction
The DM of kiwifruit is potentially a useful taste indicator (Jordan et al.,
1997). It is an internal fruit quality parameter that represents fruit flesh
properties. The conventional lab method for measuring DM is to dry slices
of fruit to drive off the water, which is a destructive method. Measurement
vary a little in industry but generally involve cutting one or two thin central
slices of approximately 2 -3 mm thickness from each kiwifruit and drying
them in an oven for 24 h at 65°C. DM is then calculated as the percentage of
final dry weight to the initial wet weight of the slices (McGlone & Kawano,
1998). Several studies have shown that the DM of kiwifruit can be predicted
by NIR spectroscopy (McGlone & Kawano, 1998; McGlone et al., 2002c;
Acharya et al., 2013; Shafie et al., 2015; Kaur et al., 2017b).
A new method of DM measurement using an FT-NIR spectrometer
has been examined. The transmission measurement was performed on the
pulp from kiwifruit flesh (excluding the seeds and skin). Although this
method is destructive, it is faster than the conventional lab method. With
the help of PLSR and various data processing techniques, the optimal
wavelength range was identified to build a robust calibration model for DM
prediction.
Since kiwifruit pulp is more than 80% water, its spectral signature is
also affected by its DM, since DM = 100 - water content, in percentage terms.
The spectral changes can be analyzed using an aquaphotomics approach in
the first overtone region of the OH stretch of water (1300–1600 nm), using a
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short pathlength (1mm) cuvette to optimise the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
(Jensen & Bak, 2002).
In this chapter, calibration models using PLSR for DM prediction of
kiwifruit pulp using an FT-NIR spectrometer are described. The WASPs are
identified for different batches of Gold and Hayward kiwifruit pulp in the
first overtone region.

6.2 Methods and materials
6.2.1 Sample preparation
This experiment was performed as part of a larger project being run at Plant
and Food Research, titled “Delivering Perfect Fruit”, that involved, in part,
development of new rapid DM measurement methods. The fruit were
provided by a commercial fruit testing service (Eurofins Bay of Plenty,
Katikati, NZ). The fruit were obtained from many different orchards. The
trial ran for seven weeks. Each week, kiwifruit were obtained on at least
two days (20-24 fruit were selected randomly from 80-90 fruit each day),
except for week 1 and 7 in which fruit was received only for one day in the
week. A total of 240 kiwifruits were received: Gold kiwifruit “Actinidia
chinensis” during weeks 1 to 4 and 7, and Hayward kiwifruit “Actinidia
deliciosa” during weeks 5 and 6.
The pulp was prepared from the flesh of outer pericarp tissue
(excluding seeds). After removal it was chopped into pieces and passed
through a proprietary in-house pulping machine designed specifically to
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pulp fruit flesh. The samples were stored separately at room temperature
in several sample containers. FT-NIR analysis and reference measurements
were performed on the same day after the samples had equilibrated to room
temperature.

6.2.2 Reference measurement
For reference data, the DM of the kiwifruit pulp was determined using the
traditional oven-drying method. These measurements involved drying
approximately 2 g of the pulp in a petri dish in an oven for 24 h at 65°C. DM
was then calculated as the percentage of final dry weight to the initial wet
weight of the sample.
The SSC of the kiwifruit pulp was measured at room temperature
using a digital refractometer (Atago Co. Ltd, Tokyo, Japan), calibrated with
Milli-Q water (Vasquez & Mueller, 2019). The Brix value was recorded after
placing 0.5 ml of pulp into the measurement chamber of the refractometer.
The starch content, expressed as a percentage in g/100g of FW (fruit
weight) can be calculated from estimates of the insoluble solids content (I)
and the residual solids content (R)
(6.1)

𝑆 =𝐼−𝑅
where I in turn can be calculated from DM and SSC values
𝐼=

(𝐷𝑀−𝑆𝑆𝐶)
100−𝑆𝑆𝐶

× 100

(6.2)

The residual solids content R, which represents solid components such as
cell walls, seeds and skin, is typically assumed to be a fixed constant for a
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cultivar, about 3% FW for the main kiwifruit cultivars (McGlone et al.,
2002c), S is the estimated starch content, and R is the residual insoluble
solids (2-3% FW represent seeds and cell walls).

6.2.3 Spectral acquisition
Transmittance spectra of the pulp samples were measured at 25°C (±1 °C)
with an FT-NIR spectrometer (Tango, Bruker Corporation, Germany)
equipped with a temperature-controlled holder and a peristaltic pump to
control the flow of the pulp sample into the cuvette (Fig. 6.1). The samples
were agitated using the pump in the cuvette to avoid settling of starch
particles. One measurement per pulp sample was acquired using a quartz
cuvette of 1 mm pathlength. For each measurement, one spectrum, which
was the average of 32 successive scans, was recorded with a resolution of
16 cm-1. The total number of pulp spectra was 240 (240 samples x 1
consecutive scan). The samples were divided into seven batches; one batch
for each week of the trial.
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Figure 6.1 Setup for kiwifruit pulp spectral measurement.

6.2.4 Aquaphotomics analysis
An aquaphotomics WAMACS was created using the method reported in
the literature (Tsenkova et al., 2015) and as described in Chapter 3.
Aquagrams displaying the resulting WASP in the first overtone region were
then studied for fruit variation according to the different batches.

6.2.5 Multivariate and statistical analysis
Chemometrics models were developed within Bruker’s OPUS 7 software
environment by aligning spectra and their matching DM values. The group
of validation spectra (validation set) was set as 30% using the Kennard and
Stone algorithm, with the other 70% forming the calibration or modelling
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set (Kennard & Stone, 1969). Three different groups were made for DM
prediction:
1) Gold-Runny: Foamy and Runny; comprising week 1, week 2, and
week 3 samples
2) Gold-Gel: Gel-like; comprising week 4 and week 7 samples
3) Hayward-Runny: Runny; comprising week 5 and week 6 samples

Four-fold venetian blind cross-validation was applied, to ensure there was
no overfitting, with latent variables selected based on the lowest root mean
square error of cross-validation (RMSECV). The best partial least squares
(PLS) regression models were determined iteratively by an optimisation
process in which different pre-processing options, e.g., SNV, MSC, first
derivative (1D), second derivative(2D), 1D+SNV, and 1D+MSC, were
applied to the wavelength range 870–1800 nm. This was followed by crossvalidation of the calibration set using different wavelength regions. The best
models, rank-ordered on their RMSECV value, were tested against the
validation set to establish a robust model.

6.3 Results and discussion
Fig. 6.2((a), (b)) shows variation in DM, SSC, and starch content across
different batches of fruit. For Gold kiwifruit (Fig. 6.2(a)), the mean DM
ranged from 14–20%DM. Weeks 1-3 batches represent early season fruit
while weeks 4-7 batches represent late-season fruit. The %DM was higher
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for W2D1, W2D2, W3D1, and W3D2 compared to W1, W4, W7D1, and
W7D2 batches where ‘W’ and ‘D’ represents the week and the day,
respectively. The SSC concentration decreased for the same batches, while
it was higher for late-season fruit, i.e., W4, W7D1, and W7D2. Higher SSC
concentrations indicate greater fruit maturity. Eventually, the starch
concentration was lower for the same batches of late-season fruit, which
was less than 1 g / 100 g (Fig. 6.2(a)).
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Figure 6.2 Mean DM, SSC, and starch in a) Gold; and b) Hayward
kiwifruit vs. the batch number. ‘W’ represents the week number, and ‘D’
represents the day. The error bar is the standard deviation of the same batch of
the fruit population.
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For Hayward kiwifruit, the %DM remained consistent around
15%DM for weeks 5 and 6 (Fig. 6.2(b)). However, there was a decrease in
SSC concentration for week 6. The decrease in SSC concentration was due
to higher starch concentrations for W6D1 and W6D2 batch fruit.

Figure 6.3 Runny and Gel-like (Gold) kiwifruit pulp samples

Fig. 6.3 shows the variation in the early and late season fruit pulp.
The variation in starch concentration resulted in different pulp
consistencies and textures. For W2 and W3 batch fruit, the consistency was
heterogenous ‘Runny’: with a separation in solid and liquid phase whereas,
for W4 and W7, it was homogeneous ‘Gel-Like’. W1 was foamy, and the
pulp was neither runny nor gel-like. The Hayward pulp samples were
runny, with variations in starch concentration.
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6.3.1 The raw spectra
The absorbance plot in Fig. 6.4 illustrates that as the batch number of the
kiwifruit increased, the absorbance curve for the pulp in the first overtone
region decreased in intensity, because of the decrease in starch
concentration. Higher starch concentrations caused scattering of NIR light
and hence induced offset in the NIR absorbance spectrum. Runny batches
had higher absorbance intensities compared to gel-like batches of fruit. In
Hayward fruit (Fig. 6.4(b)), the Week 6 fruit had higher starch
concentrations and showed higher intensity offsets.
The prominent feature in both Gold and Hayward pulp (Fig. 6.4(a),(b)) was
a broad absorbance peak centred around 1451 nm, attributed to various
water states or species related to the first overtone of the O-H stretch (Burns
& Ciurczak, 1992).
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Figure 6.4 Average raw absorbance spectra of each batch of fruit for a) Gold; and b)
Hayward kiwifruit pulp at 25°C in the first overtone (1300–1600 nm).
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6.3.2 Aquagrams
The derived WASPs presented in the aquagrams showed differences
between runny and gel-like kiwifruit pulp samples (Fig. 6.5(a)). As the
starch concentration rose for W2 and W3 pulp samples, the number of
strongly H-bonded water molecule species (S4 and (v1,v2)) increased, along
with an increase in free water S0 and water shell. Conversely, with fruit
maturation, and thus a decrease in starch concentration for W4, W7D1, and
W7D2 batch fruit, the consistency became gel-like, and the WASP
(green- colored) became diagonal, increasing left to right and irregular
broad band. The water species related to solvation shell and bonded water
structures (S1, S2, and S3). H5O2, v3, and (v1+v3) increased. In contrast the
WASPs for runny samples (red-coloured) was a narrow band, titled down
from left to right. The foamy fruit in the W1 batch covered all the water
species (black-coloured).
Some similar trends were observed for Hayward fruit with high and
low starch concentrations. As the starch rose and SSC decreased, the free
water species increased (Fig. 6.5(b)). The strongly H-bonded water
molecular species (S1, S2, and S3) increased with SSC concentration, as seen
previously for Gold kiwifruit pulp (Fig. 6.5(a)).
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Gold

Hayward

Figure 6.5 Aquagrams at 25°C in the first overtone (1300–1600 nm) region of the OH
stretch of water for the pulp of a) Gold; and b) Hayward kiwifruit
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6.4 Prediction of DM (%)
PLSR models developed for DM prediction for different groups of samples
proved to be better for gel-like gold samples (Fig. 6.7) compared to foamy
and runny group samples (Fig. 6.6) and yielded an RMSEP value of
0.20%DM. Gold runny samples gave the best model with 1D+SNV preprocessing in the 1063–1800 nm region. The RMSEP was 0.27%DM which
was higher than the error value for gel-like Gold samples. However, for
Hayward fruit, the RMSEP was similar to the error obtained with Gold
‘runny’ samples and was 0.29%DM (Fig. 6.8). Prediction models for Gold,
Foamy and Runny samples (Fig. 6.7) gave high RMSECV value of 0.30%DM
due to the high starch concentrations in the sample, which caused
scattering.
For generating robust calibration models for three groups of
samples, the water absorbances in the vicinity of the first overtone water
peak appear to play an important role as a whole. The wavelengths regions
were: Gold, Foamy and Runny = 1063-1800 nm; Gold, Gel-like
= 1333- 1740 nm, and Hayward, Runny = 1063-1800 nm. All these
wavelength regions well covered the vicinity of the water peak at 1450 nm.
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6.4.1 Gold: Foamy and Runny samples:- Week 1, week 2, and week 3

Figure 6.6 DM prediction of Gold: foamy and runny kiwifruit pulp in a) Cross-validation;
and b) Prediction. R2cv/R2p: the coefficient of determination for
calibration/prediction; RMSECV/RMSEP: root mean square error of
calibration/prediction.
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6.4.2 Gold: Gel-like samples:- Week 4 and week 7

Figure 6.7 DM prediction of Gold: gel-like kiwifruit pulp in a) Cross-validation; and b)
Prediction. R2cv/R2p: the coefficient of determination for crossvalidation/prediction; RMSECV/RMSEP: root mean square error of crossvalidation/prediction.
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6.4.3 Hayward: Runny samples:- Week 5 and week 6 analysis

Figure 6.8 DM prediction of Hayward: runny kiwifruit pulp in a) Cross-validation; and b)
Prediction. R2cv/R2p: the coefficient of determination for cross-validation
/prediction; RMSECV/RMSEP: root mean square error of cross-validation
/prediction.
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6.5 Conclusions
Using aquaphotomics, the water spectral pattern was identified for
different consistencies of kiwifruit pulp samples in the first overtone region
of water. Different trends in WASPs were seen in the first overtone region
for ‘Runny’ and ‘Gel-like’ pulp samples. Gel-like samples were oriented to
downward left to right diagonal pattern with an increase in the water
species related to solvation shell and bonded water structures (S1, S2, and
S3) and H5O2, v3 and (v1+v3). In contrast the WASPs for runny samples
oriented themselves to upward left to right diagonal pattern. The foamy
fruit pulp in the W1 batch covered all the water species.
A similar trend was seen for Hayward fruit with high and low starch
concentrations. As the starch rose and SSC decreased, the free water species
increased. The strongly H-bonded water molecular species (S1, S2, and S3)
increased with SSC concentration.
The results demonstrated that it was possible to produce excellent
PLS regression models for the determination of DM in kiwifruit pulp from
each of these three groups using FT-NIR spectroscopy in the NIR between
870 and 1800 nm. The models had very good prediction errors of 0.27, 0.20,
and 0.29% DM for Gold: foamy and runny, Gold: gel-like, and Hayward:
runny samples, respectively. Gel-like samples delivered the best prediction
model because of negligible starch content, which caused scattering. The
PLSR models built confirm that the important information resides in the
water window of the first overtone region.
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Chapter 7: Chilling Injury Kiwifruit
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7.1 Introduction
For most fruits, cool-storage is the primary means by which quality is
maintained after harvest. However, prolonged low-temperature storage
can cause the breakdown of tissues, which is known, for kiwifruit, as lowtemperature breakdown (LTB) or chilling injury (CI). The resulting damage
reduces the fruit quality and shelf life, leading to economic losses (Lallu,
1997). Symptoms of kiwifruit CI include grainy tissue in the outer pericarp,
water-soaked areas in the outer and inner pericarp, and outer skin
discoloration (Lallu, 1997; Gwanpua et al., 2018), as shown in Fig. 7.1. The
development of CI is dependent on the storage duration and temperature
of chilling as well as the fruit maturity stage.

Fig. 7.1 Progression of chilling injury in ‘Hayward’ (A), and ‘Zesy002’ SunGold (B)
kiwifruit (Gwanpua et al., 2018).
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Currently, the presence of CI in kiwifruit can only be detected when
the fruit is cut open. A non-destructive method of detecting kiwifruit CI
would be beneficial. Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is a popular and
efficient non-destructive method for internal quality evaluation of fruits
and vegetables, including aspects such as SSC, DM, acidity, and firmness
(Cen et al., 2016). A typical NIRS set-up uses a broadband light source to
illuminate the sample, and the reflected or transmitted light is measured
using a spectrometer (Wang et al., 2019).
As the water absorption peaks at 1450 nm and 970 nm in the
kiwifruit juice change with temperature and SSC (Kaur et al., 2018), the
differences between control and CI kiwifruit can be traced by observing
changes in the water spectral patterns presented on an aquagram.
Therefore, in this chapter, aquaphotomics was investigated to identify
changes in the water structure caused by CI. The water bands were
identified for CI kiwifruit juice in the first overtone region and for whole
intact fruit in the second overtone region of the OH stretch of water.

7.2 Methods and materials
7.2.1 Sample preparation
A total of 132 Gold kiwifruit (Actinidia chinensis) were used for the
experiment. Non-destructive NIR measurements were made on intact fruit;
then the juice was extracted from the whole fruit. The juice was prepared
using a juicer (BJE410, Breville, Sydney, Australia) and then centrifuged at
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10,000 rpm to produce a clear light-coloured juice as a supernatant. The
clear juice was filtered with 0.22 µm paper to get clear juice before testing.

7.2.2 Reference SSC (°Brix) measurement
The SSC of the kiwifruit juice samples was measured at room temperature
using a digital refractometer (Atago Co. Ltd, Tokyo, Japan), calibrated with
Milli-Q water (Vasquez & Mueller, 2019). The Brix value was recorded after
placing 0.5 ml of juice into the measurement chamber of the refractometer;
this was enough to fully cover the optical interface.

7.2.3. CI measurement
The CI was identified by cutting each fruit in half and visually assessing the
fruit flesh for granular appearance or water soaking.

7.2.4 Spectra acquisition
7.2.4.1 NIR intact fruit measurement
To investigate aquaphotomics in the second overtone of the OH stretch of
water (800– 1100 nm), interactance measurements were obtained nondestructively for each kiwifruit in the wavelength range 400–1100 nm, using
a custom-built Vis-NIR spectroscopy system (McGlone et al., 2002b). It
contained a broadband light source (50 W quartz halogen, RJL 5012 FL,
Radium, Germany) and a diode array spectrometer (MMS1-NIR, Zeiss,
Jena, Germany) with a sampling interval of 3.3 nm and an optical resolution
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varying between 8 and 13 nm. Two Vis/NIR interactance measurements
were recorded for opposite locations at the blossom end of each fruit (Wang
et al., 2019). The spectra, T, were corrected for dark current and normalised
by a Teflon white reference (McGlone et al., 2002b). Then, the transmittance
was transformed into absorbance taking log10(1/T).

7.2.4.2 FT- NIR Transmittance measurement of the kiwifruit juice
SSC variation in kiwifruit can affect the water spectral pattern and thus
cause absorbance bands to change (Kaur et al., 2017a; Kaur et al., 2018).
Therefore, to scrutinize the effect of CI, with no contribution from SSC, only
kiwifruit with similar SSC values were selected. A total of 15 kiwifruits were
chosen, with SSC values of 14-15°Brix. Five of the 15 fruit were selected for
their moderate-high CI classification based upon skin discoloration at the
blossom end (external) and severe granular and water soaking areas
(internal). The remaining ten fruit were used as controls. Transmittance
spectra of the juice were measured at 22°C (±1°C) with an FT-NIR
spectrometer (Tango, Bruker Corporation, Germany) equipped with a
temperature-controlled holder. One measurement for each juice sample
was acquired using a quartz cuvette of 1 mm optical path length. Each
measurement was the average of 32 consecutive scans and was recorded
with a resolution of 16 cm-1. The total number of juice spectra was 15 (15
samples x 1 consecutive scan).
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7.2.5 Aquaphotomics analysis
The water bands were calculated using the standard protocol described in
Chapter 3. Once the WAMACS wavelengths are selected, a WASP on the
aquagram can be drawn and examined in terms of the system perturbation.
The aquagram provides a convenient image for examining the cause and
effect of system perturbation in terms of the underlying water structure.

7.3 Results and discussion
7.3.1 The raw spectra (1300-1600 nm) of the kiwifruit juice
The plots in Fig. 7.2 show the absorbance curve of the juice in the first
overtone region. There is a slight shift to longer wavelengths with a minor
shortening of the peak and a decrease in intensity for the CI juice (Fig. 7.2
(b),(c)). The prominent feature is a broad absorbance peak centered around
1451 nm (Fig. 7.2 (a),(b),(c)) attributed to various water states or species
related to the first overtone of the O-H stretch (Burns & Ciurczak, 1992).
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Figure 7.2 Absorbance spectra of kiwifruit juice in the first overtone region of the OH
stretch of water: a) raw; b) magnified; and c) averaged and magnified. CI
represents chilling injury, and Ctrl represents control fruit juice.
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7.3.2 Aquaphotomics Analysis (First overtone region)
7.3.2.1 Second derivative absorption spectra (mean): Raw CI and Raw
Control
The second derivative spectrum (Fig. 7.3) were used to assist in the
identification of further absorption bands, particularly small and/or
overlapping absorption peaks not resolvable in the original raw spectra.
The free water S0 band is strong at 1415 nm, and bands corresponding to
higher-order H-bond water species, such as dimers (S2) and trimers (S3)
(Segtnan, 2001; Bázár et al., 2015), are attributed to peaks/troughs in the
region from 1441–1500 nm. The broad shoulder-like peak at 1520 nm is
attributed to even more highly organized water structures with strong Hbonds (Tsenkova et al., 2015). Comparing the identified bands with those of
sucrose solution (Chapter 3, Fig. 3.4), the features looked similar but a slight
2 nm shift was observed in juice samples. This might be due to other
components such as acids, scattering materials, etc. present in juice.
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Figure 7.3 Average raw second derivative spectra of CI and Ctrl kiwifruit juice. Labels
show peak wavelengths of the CI fruit.

7.3.2.2 Difference absorption spectrum (mean): Raw CI – Raw Control
The average difference absorption spectrum of the kiwifruit juice decreased
at 1415 nm, while it slightly increased at 1496 nm with respect to the zero
axis (Fig. 7.4). Characteristic water bands were observed at 1415 nm due to
S0 and at 1496 nm due to S4 (Siesler et al., 2001; Tsenkova, 2002; Bázár et al.,
2015).
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Figure 7.4 Average raw absorbance difference spectrum of CI kiwifruit juice after
subtracting the spectrum of control kiwifruit juice at 22°C.

7.3.2.3 Second derivative difference absorption spectrum (mean): Raw CI –
Raw Control
The second derivative of the difference absorption spectrum of the kiwifruit
juice revealed many other hidden bands (Fig. 7.5) such as those at 1349 nm
and 1470 nm, which are related to characteristic water bands of v3 and S3
(Siesler et al., 2001; Tsenkova, 2002; Bázár et al., 2015).
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Figure 7.5 Second derivative of the average raw absorbance difference spectrum of CI
kiwifruit juice after subtracting the average raw absorbance spectrum of
control kiwifruit juice at 22°C.

7.3.2.4 PCA loadings of Raw CI and Raw Control
Three principal components (PCs), which explained over 99% of the
spectral variation, were extracted from the raw absorbance data for the first
overtone region (Fig. 7.6). The first PC (Fig. 7.6 (b)) explained 57% of the
variation in the data and showed a single deep peak centered at 1415 nm,
attributed to the OH stretch of the free water molecule (S0) (Tsenkova et al.,
2015). That first PC demonstrated a strong negative correlation with CI. The
first PC score plot (Fig. 7.6 (a)) shows that with a decrease in CI, free water
at 1415 nm increases. The second and third PCs explained 40% and 2% of
the variation, respectively (Fig. 7.6 (b)).
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b)

Figure 7.6. PCA: a) score; and b) loading plots of raw absorbance spectra of kiwifruit juice
in the first overtone region of water with explained variance shown with each
y-axis label for each PC.
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7.3.3 The raw spectra (800-1100 nm) of the whole intact fruit
The absorbance plot in the second overtone region of the OH stretch of
water in Fig. 7.7 illustrates that the average absorbance curve of CI fruit was
slightly shifted to shorter wavelengths at 976 and 1053 nm (Fig. 7.7 (b)). The
prominent feature is a broad absorbance peak centered around 976 nm (Fig.
7.7 (a),(b)) attributed to various water states related to the second overtone
of the OH stretch (Burns & Ciurczak, 1992).

Figure 7.7 Raw absorbance spectra of whole, intact kiwifruit in the second overtone
region of OH stretch of water: a) raw; and b) average. CI represents chilling
injury fruit, and Ctrl represents control fruit.
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7.3.4 Aquaphotomics Analysis of Intact fruit (Second overtone region)
7.3.4.1 Second derivative absorption spectra (mean): Raw CI and Raw
Control
The second derivative spectrum (Fig. 7.8) were used to assist in the
identification of further absorption bands, particularly small and/or
overlapping absorption peaks not resolvable in the original raw spectra.
The dip was strong at 963 nm, which is related to water bands with strong
H-bonding (Sirinnapa & Sumio, 2008).

Figure 7.8 Average raw second derivative spectra of CI and Ctrl intact kiwifruit in the
second overtone region. Labels show peak wavelengths for the CI fruit.
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7.3.4.2 Difference absorption spectrum (mean): Raw CI – Raw Control
The difference absorption spectrum of the intact kiwifruit decreased at
966 nm with respect to the zero axis (Fig. 7.9). The dip was broad and strong
at 966 nm.

Figure 7.9 Average raw absorbance difference spectrum of CI intact kiwifruit after
subtracting the spectrum of Ctrl kiwifruit in the second overtone region at
22°C.

7.3.4.3 Second derivative difference absorption spectrum (mean): Raw CI –
Raw Control
The second derivative of the difference absorption spectrum of the intact
kiwifruit spectra revealed many other hidden bands (Fig. 7.10) such as those
at 864 nm, 919 nm, 954 nm, 992 nm, and 1016 nm. The water band at 992 nm
and 1016 nm were due to S3 and S4 water species (Sirinnapa & Sumio,
2008).
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Figure 7.10 Second derivative of the average raw absorbance difference spectrum of CI
intact kiwifruit after subtracting the spectrum of Ctrl kiwifruit at 22°C.

7.3.4.4 PCA loadings of Raw CI and Raw Control
Three principal components (PCs), which explained over 99% of the
spectral variation, were extracted from the raw absorbance data for the first
overtone region (Fig. 7.11). The first PC (Fig. 7.11(b)) explained 97% of the
variation in the data and showed a single deep peak centered at 979 nm,
attributed to vibrations involving a higher number of H-bonds. The first PC
demonstrates a strong negative correlation with CI. The first PC score plot
(Fig. 7.11 (a)) shows that with a decrease in CI, the intensity at 979 nm
increases. The second and third PCs explained 2% and 0.1% of the variation,
respectively (Fig. 7.6 (b)).
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Figure 7.11. PCA: a) score; and b) loading plots of raw absorbance spectra of intact
kiwifruit spectra in the second overtone region of water with explained
variance shown with y-axis label of each PC.
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7.3.4 Identification of WAMACS
WAMACS were created using the feature wavelengths found using
different pre-processing techniques as described in section 7.3.2 and 7.3.3.
The wavelengths selected for each WAMACS are provided in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1 Summary and assignment of the characteristic water absorbance bands for CI
kiwifruit
WAMACS

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12

Assignment

v3
OH stretch
(water shell)
v1+v3
OH stretch
(water shell)
S0 (free
water)
Water
hydration,
H502
S1
v2+v3
S2
S3
S4
Strongly
bonded water
or v1,v2

Wavelengths in overtone
region
First
Second
(1300-1600
(800-1100
nm)
nm)

Activated wavelengths, nm
First
overtone

Second
overtone

1336-1348
1360- 1366

900-908
916- 920

1349
1363

901
919

1370-1376
1380-1388

923-927
930- 935

1375
1388

924
929

1398-1418

942-955

1415

954

1421-1430

957-963

1424

963

1432-1444
1448-1454
1458-1468
1472-1482
1482-1495
1506-1516

965-973
975-979
982-989
992-998
998-1007
1014-1021

1442
1449
1463
1470
1496
1519

966
979
985
992
1010
1016

7.3.5 Aquagrams
The aquagrams of average juice spectra (Fig, 7.12(a)) and whole, intact
kiwifruit (Fig. 7.12(b)) are shown for the two overtone regions. All the
bonded water species increased with CI in the first overtone region.
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However, the water hydration (H5O2) only increased with CI for the second
overtone region, with a decrease in S4 and strongly bonded water. As the
CI increases in the juice and whole intact fruit, bonded water increases; the
water structure becomes more organized, with more stable H-bonds (Fig.
7.12 (a),(b)). In the second overtone region compared with the first overtone
region, different water species showed changes. The expectation was that
the WASP would be the same in both regions; however, the findings were
different.

a) The first overtone
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b) The second overtone

Figure 7.12 Aquagrams of Ctrl and CI: a) kiwifruit juice in the first overtone region of OH
stretch of water; and b) intact kiwifruit in the second overtone of water.

7.4 Conclusions
Aquaphotomics helped in the identification of the water
wavelengths in the two overtone regions that showed changes due to the
effect of CI in the fruit. Different water species in the second overtone region
show the CI perturbation compared with the first overtone region. The
expectation was that the WASP would be the same in both regions.
However, the findings were different. The S4 water species decreased in
the second overtone region. For both juice and intact fruit measurements,
CI increases H-bonded water structures despite the fruit having the same
SSC concentrations.
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Chapter 8: Whole intact fruit (the
second overtone region)
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8.1 Introduction
The main purpose of this chapter was to examine whether aquaphotomics
can help in the development of better and simpler prediction models
and/or hardware for intact fruit quality measurement beneficial to the fruit
industry. In previous chapters, experiments were performed on simple
aqueous systems such as sucrose solutions of various concentrations and
aqueous systems such as apple and kiwifruit juice. The second overtone
wavelength region was scrutinized for fruit juice measurements using a
long pathlength cell. This chapter focuses on intact fruit measurement,
which is different from juice sample measurement. For NIR measurement
of juice samples, a transmission setup with a fixed pathlength cuvette is
used (see Chapters 4 and 5). In contrast, for fruit spectral measurements,
interactance-based instruments are normally used (Fig. 8.1 and Fig. 8.2).
Here the penetration depth of light inside the fruit is not fixed, since the
light is scattered inside the fruit. This phenomenon changes the pathlength
of light between the source and the detector and thus also affects the
absorption.

Applying the aquaphotomics concept to intact fruit is

challenging. Due to the high absorption of water at 1300–1600 nm, intact
fruit cannot be scanned with the interactance-based systems because the
signal to noise ratio of the returned signal is poor in the first overtone
region. Therefore, fruit measurements are usually done in the wavelength
region below 1100 nm (McGlone et al., 2003; Shafie et al., 2015).
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Figure 8.1 Interactance optical design; light rays illuminate an annulus on the sample.
The light then interacts with the sample by internally scattering through the
tissue. The light that undergoes remission normal to the collimating lens is
collected and focused onto the fibre ("F-750 Instruction Manual," 2019).

The objective of this chapter was to investigate the application of
aquaphotomics concepts to intact fruit with varying DM concentrations at
a constant temperature (22°C). The natural variation in quality attributes
across a range of samples is considered the perturbation (Tsenkova et al.,
2015; Tsenkova et al., 2018). The key focus was on the usefulness of the
aquagram – the water spectral pattern (WASP) depicting the influence of
the main water molecular species – in both understanding and developing
predictive models for the DM of intact fruit, using two different
spectrophotometers.
A goal was also to determine a small number of discrete wavelengths
to observe whether WAMACS are optimal or other better wavelengths are
available that could be used to build calibration models. By undertaking an
exhaustive wavelength search in the 800–1100 nm region using the “branch
and bound” algorithm (Shafie et al., 2015), and from 12 aquaphotomics
water wavelengths, the optimal wavelengths were identified.
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Another section of this chapter focuses on the influence of
temperature on intact apples. In this chapter, changes in the water structure
of apple juice caused by variations in temperature are investigated using
aquaphotomics. The work focuses on spectra in the 800-1000 nm region,
surrounding the strong water absorption peak at 970 nm. Aquaphotomics
analysis has suggested the possible advantageous use of EMSC and EPO
pre-processing, using an interferent derived from pure water spectra. This
may help to remove the temperature sensitivity of DM in apple NIR
calibrations.

8.2 Methods and materials
8.2.1 Sample preparation
Lot I: Kiwifruit at one temperature
A total of 100 Gold Kiwifruit “Actinidia chinensis” were purchased from
New Zealand retail stores. The fruit were kept at room temperature
(20±2°C) in the laboratory and measured within two days of purchase.
Reference DM measurements were made within 2 to 3 h of the spectral
measurements.

Lot II: Apples at three temperatures (10°C, 20°C, 26°C)
A total of 45 “Royal Gala” apples were purchased from New Zealand retail
stores. The fruit were stored in a refrigerator at 4°C for 6 h. Prior to spectral
measurement, the fruit were taken out of the refrigerator, and the near-
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surface fruit temperature was allowed to increase to approximately 10°C.
The room temperature was set to 20°C. The temperature of the fruit was
measured using a non-contact infrared thermometer (QM222, Digitech).
The first spectral measurements were taken at 10°C. After this, the fruit was
left for 3 hours to allow the fruit temperature to equilibrate to 20°C. Another
set of spectral measurements were then taken at 20°C. Eventually, to
increase the temperature of fruit to 26°C, the fruit were stored in an
incubator for 3 hours at 26°C, and measurements were taken at the higher
temperature.
Spectral measurements of Milli-Q water were also acquired at three
temperatures; 10°C, 20°C, and 26°C to enable temperature corrections. The
temperature of the Milli-Q water was controlled using a water bath (Grant
Instruments, Cambridge, England).

8.2.2 DM measurement
For Lot I samples, kiwifruit DM was measured by cutting one equatorial
slice of 3 mm thickness from the middle of each fruit, and drying these slices
at 65°C for 24 h. The fruit DM was calculated as a percentage final dry
weight of the initial wet weight of the slices (McGlone & Kawano, 1998).
For Lot II samples, apple DM was measured by cutting two
equatorial slices, of approximately 3 mm thickness, and drying them at
65 °C for 24 h. The fruit DM was calculated as a percentage final dry weight
of the initial wet weight of the slices. The two DMs values were then
averaged to get one mean DM per fruit.
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8.2.3 Spectral acquisition
For Lot I kiwifruit, non-destructive NIR interactance measurements were
acquired in the 300–1100 nm range using two hand-held NIR instruments
(Fig. 8.2); an F-750 Produce Quality Meter (Felix Instruments, Portland,
USA) and a customised in-house benchtop spectrophotometer (McGlone et
al., 2002c; Kaur et al., 2017b) at a room temperature of 22°C. Fruit spectra
were recorded, taking two separate measurements on opposite sides in the
equatorial plane of each fruit. The total number of fruit spectra per
instrument was 200 (100 samples × 2 consecutive scans). The two
consecutive scans were averaged to get one mean spectrum per fruit.

Figure 8.2 NIR portable spectrophotometers used for the experiment a) F-750 Produce
Quality Meter (Felix Instruments, Portland, USA); and b) benchtop
spectrophotometer (McGlone et al., 2002a).

For Lot II apples, non-destructive NIR interactance measurements
were acquired in the 300–1100 nm range using the benchtop
spectrophotometer (Fig. 8.2(b)). The Milli-Q water was also measured with
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the benchtop spectrophotometer. Measurements on water were performed
by placing a glass petri dish (5 cm diameter and 1.5 cm height) filled with
approximately 10ml of water onto the rubber grommet (Fig. 8.2 (b)). The
top of the petri dish was covered with a white Teflon block to reflect the
light into the detector. A total of 10 samples were each measured twice at
three different temperatures. Thus, in total, 60 water spectra (10 samples x
2 consecutive scans x 3 temperatures) were collected.

8.2.4 Aquaphotomics analysis
The water bands were calculated using the standard protocol described in
Chapter 3. Once the WAMACS wavelengths are selected, WASPs presented
on the aquagram can be drawn and examined in terms of the system
perturbation. The aquagram provides a convenient graphic view for
examining the cause and effect of system perturbation in terms of the
underlying water structure.

8.2.5 Multivariate and statistical analysis
The analysis involved the development of predictive models using the preprocessed forms of:


2D: This was standard second derivative processing (Savitzky–
Golay 2nd order derivative with smoothing parameters: width 15,
order 2, polynomial 2) of the raw spectra for Lot I kiwifruit samples.



EMSC. This was extended multiplicative scatter correction of the
spectra, as described in Chapter 2 for Lot II apple samples.
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EPO. This was external parameter orthogonalisation of the spectra,
as described in Chapter 2 for Lot II apple samples.

The PLSR models for DM prediction were developed using the PLS toolbox
version 8.6.2 (Eigenvector Research Inc., Wenatchee, USA) operating under
MATLAB version 2018b (Math Works Inc., Natick, USA). The samples were
rank ordered according to their DM value. Four-fold venetian blind cross
validation was applied, to ensure there was no over fitting, with latent
variables selected based on the lowest root mean square error of cross
validation (RMSECV). For Lot I samples, a set of two different wavelength
ranges was investigated at one temperature of 22°C for model development:
800–1000 nm and 600–1100 nm (whole wavelength range). The validation
set (25 samples) was selected by taking every fourth sample from the main
data set, and the remaining 75 samples formed the calibration set
For Lot II samples, the samples were rank ordered according to their
DM value. The data set in each wavelength range was split into three
temperature subsets; 10, 20, and 26°C. The validation set (15 samples) was
selected by taking every third sample from the main data set, and the
remaining 30 samples formed the calibration set. Calibration models built
at one temperature were then applied to samples at the other temperatures.
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8.3 Results and discussion
The DM of Lot I kiwifruit samples varied from 13.8 to 20.7% with a standard
deviation of 1.29% (Table 8.1). For convenience in the aquaphotomics
analysis, the samples were grouped into three classes: ‘Low DM’
(13.8– 16%), ‘Med DM’ (16.5–18%), and ‘High DM’ (19–20.7%), with each
group containing equal class interval.

Table 8.1. Distribution statistics for DM levels on different DM class
Lot I: Kiwifruit

Lot II: Apple

Sample class

DM (%)

Mean

Low DM
Med DM

13.8-16
16.5-18

15.30 (SD=0.95)
17.98 (SD=0.74)

High DM
Total
Sample class
Low DM
Med DM
High DM
Total

19-20.7
13.8-20.7
DM (%)
11.12-13.34
13.37-15.56
15.68-17.79
11.12-17.79

19.75 (SD=0.61)
18.40 (SD=1.29)
Mean
12.47 (SD=0.79)
14.39(SD=0.70)
16.45 (SD=0.84)
14.20 (SD=1.47)

The DM of Lot II apple samples varied from 11.12 to 17.79% with a
standard deviation of 1.47% (Table 8.1). The samples were grouped into
three classes: ‘Low DM’ (11.12–13.34%), ‘Med DM’ (13.37–15.56%), and
‘High DM’ (15.68–17.79%), with each group containing equal class interval.

8.3.1 The raw spectra of Lot I Kiwifruit
The absorbance plots in the second overtone region for the two
spectrophotometer units are shown in Fig. 8.3. The absorbance curves
obtained using the F- 750 unit were slightly shifted to shorter wavelengths
with no baseline offset (Fig. 8.3(a)) as compared to the absorbance spectra
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obtained using the benchtop instrument (Fig. 8.3(b)). The prominent feature
in both of these plots is a broad absorbance peak centred around 975 nm
and 980 nm (Fig. 8.3 (a),(b)) attributed to various water states related to the
second overtone of the OH stretch of water (Burns & Ciurczak, 1992). The
position of the water peak varied between instruments. The peak
absorbance was highest for low DM and then decreased with increasing
DM content for the F-750 produce quality meter. The rather flat baseline of
the raw spectra produced by the F-750 instrument suggests an unknown
pre-processing method has probably been used to remove any baseline
offset and slope. In contrast, the raw absorbance spectra of the benchtop
spectrophotometer had a strong baseline slope, angling up towards the
longer wavelength end (Fig. 8.3(b)).

F-750 produce quality meter
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Benchtop spectrophotometer

Figure 8.3 Average raw absorbance spectra of intact kiwifruit at three DM levels in the
second overtone region collected by a) F-750 produce quality meter; and b)
benchtop spectrophotometer.

8.3.2 Aquaphotomics Analysis
8.3.2.1 Second derivative absorption spectra (mean): Raw Kiwifruit
The second derivative spectra (Fig. 8.3) were used to assist in the
identification of further absorption bands, particularly small and/or
overlapping absorption peaks not resolvable in the original raw spectra.
The dip was strong at 966 nm for the F-750 and at 970 nm for the benchtop
instrument (Fig. 8.4), which is related to water bands with strong Hbonding (Sirinnapa & Sumio, 2008).
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Figure 8.4. Average raw second derivative absorbance spectra of kiwifruit at three DM
levels in the second overtone region for a) F-750 produce quality meter; and b)
benchtop spectrophotometer.

8.3.2.2 Difference absorption spectra (mean): Raw fruit – Raw lowest DM
The difference absorption spectra of the intact kiwifruit decreased at 966 nm
with respect to the zero axis in measurements taken using the F-750 meter
(Fig. 8.5). The dip was broad and strong at 966 nm, which is related to water
bands with strong H-bonding, S1 (Sirinnapa & Sumio, 2008). The benchtop
unit showed a different trend with a dip at 960 nm and a peak at 916 nm,
with different baselines.
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a)

Figure 8.5. Average raw difference absorbance spectra of kiwifruit at three DM levels in
the second overtone region a) F-750 produce quality meter; and b) benchtop
spectrophotometer.

8.3.2.3 Second derivative difference absorption spectra
The second derivative of the difference absorption spectra of the intact
kiwifruit revealed many other hidden bands for the measurements
obtained using the F-750 meter (Fig. 8.6(a)), including those at 833 nm, 882
nm, and 930 nm. The benchtop instrument also showed many peaks/dips,
particularly at 880 nm, 919 nm, 986 nm, and 1015 nm. Some of the
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wavelengths were common in the previous pre-processing techniques
(8.3.2.2) such as 966 nm for the F-750 produce quality meter and 960 nm for
the benchtop instrument.

Figure 8.6. Average raw second derivative difference absorbance spectra of kiwifruit at
three DM levels in the second overtone region a) F-750 produce quality meter;
and b) Benchtop spectrophotometer.

8.3.2.4 PCA loadings of raw fruit
Three principal components (PCs), which explained over 99% of the
spectral variation, were extracted from the raw absorbance data for the
second overtone region (Fig. 8.6(a)) for both the F-750 produce quality
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meter (Fig. 8.7(1)) and the benchtop spectrophotometer (Fig. 8.7(2)). For the
F-750 measurements, the first PC (Fig. 8.7(1(a))) explained 96% of the
variation in the data. The peak for the first PC was at 981 nm. The third PC
showed a single dip centered at 972 nm, attributed to higher H-bonding
vibration. The second and third PCs explained 3% and 0.5% of the variation,
respectively (Fig. 8.7(1(a))). Peaks were also found using the benchtop
spectrometer. The first PC (Fig. 8.7(2(a))) explained 97% of the variation in
the data. The dip at the first PC was at 986 nm. The third PC showed a single
deep peak centered at 977 nm, attributed to higher H-bonding vibration.
The second and third PCs explained 2% and 0.5% of the variation,
respectively (Fig. 8.7(2(a))).
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Figure 8.7 PCA a) loading; and b) score plots of raw absorbance spectra of kiwifruit
samples arranged in ascending order of SSC in the second overtone region of
water with explained variance shown at the top of the loading plots of each PC
for 1) F-750 produce quality meter; and 2) benchtop spectrophotometer.

8.3.2.5 PLS regression of raw spectra
PLS models for DM prediction were created using the raw absorption
spectra over the 800–1100 nm range. The PLS regression vectors were
characterized by many small but sharply defined peaks and dips in the
region, resolved at differences of only a few nanometers (Fig 8.8). All the
identified peaks, whether large or small, were considered in the assignment
of the WAMACS.
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Figure 8.8 PLS regression vector coefficients for DM prediction of whole kiwifruit at 22°C
in the second overtone region a) F-750 produce quality meter; and b) benchtop
spectrophotometer.

8.3.2.6 Identification of WAMACS
WAMACS were created using the feature wavelengths found using
different pre-processing techniques as described in section 8.3.2. The
wavelengths selected for each WAMACS are provided in Table 8.1. Some
of the wavelengths that were not identified using these pre-processing
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techniques were chosen randomly from within each water band to complete
the 12 WAMACS for making the aquagram and are highlighted in red.

Table 8.2 Summary and assignment of the characteristic water absorbance bands for DM
of intact kiwifruit
WAMACS

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12

Assignment

v3
OH
stretch
(water shell)
v1+v3
OH
stretch
(water shell)
S0 (free water)
Water
hydration,
H5O2
S1
v2+v3
S2
S3
S4
Strongly
bonded water
or v2

Wavelengths in
overtone region

Felix
wavelengths,
nm
Second
overtone

Benchtop
wavelengths,
nm
Second
overtone

909
915

909
916

First
(13001600 nm)
1336-1348
13601366
1370-1376
1380-1388

Second
(800-1100
nm)
900-908
916-920
923-927
930- 935

924
933

924
932

1398-1418
1421-1428

945-955
957-962

954
960

954
960

1436-1444
1448-1454
1462-1468
1472-1482
1482-1495
1506-1516

967-973
975-979
984-989
991-998
998-1007
1014-1021

966
975
981
990
999
1017

970
980
986
993
1008
1021

8.3.2.7 Aquagrams
The derived WASP patterns presented in the aquagrams show differences
between intact kiwifruit with varying DM levels (Fig. 8.9). As the DM level
rises, the number of strongly H-bonded water molecular species (S2, S3, S4,
(v1,v2)) increases along with minor increases in v3, water shell and v1+v3,
with free water states (S0, H5O2, and S1) decreasing, indicating more highly
organized water structures (Fig. 8.8(a)). This trend can be seen in the WASPs
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both

the

F-750

(Fig.

8.8(a))

and

the

benchtop

spectrophotometer (Fig. 8.8(b)), only the S3 water species not increasing
with DM.

a) F-750

Benchtop

Figure 8.9. Aquagrams for intact kiwifruit at three DM levels at 22°C for a) F-750 produce
quality meter; b) benchtop spectrophotometer.
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8.3.3 Absorbance spectra of Lot II intact apples and water at three
temperatures

Figure 8.9. Absorbance spectra of intact apple and Milli-Q water at three temperatures;
10, 20, and 26°C in the second overtone region of the OH stretch of water a)
Smoothed+SNV transformed; b) magnified.
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The absorbance plots after smoothing (Savitzky–Golay with smoothing
parameters: width 15, order 0) followed by SNV in Fig. 8.9(a) and 8.9(b)
illustrate that as the temperature increased in intact apples and water in the
second overtone region, the absorbance curve was shifted upward to
shorter wavelengths (Fig. 8.9(b)) for both apples and water. The isosbestic
points were 996 nm (for apple) and 992 nm (for water), respectively.

8.3.4 Pure Water analysis
There was a clear variation with temperature in the peak wavelength of the
water (Fig. 8.9 (b)). When PCA was applied to the water spectra, the shape
of the PC1 loading (Fig. 8.10) was very similar to that reported by Segtnan
et al. (Segtnan, 2001) and Maeda et al. (Maeda et al., 1995), who studied the
effect of temperature on the NIR spectra of water. In their work, the
temperature of the water varied between 5°C and 80°C, and PCA was
applied to the resulting spectra. In our case, the shape observed in PC 1
loading (Fig. 8.10) suggests a change in water structure due to a change in
temperature. The PC1 loading was used in the EMSC correction (equation
2.3 in Chapter 2) as an interferent spectrum to correct apple spectra for
temperature variation. The wavelengths 965 nm and 1025 nm represent the
free and H-bonded water species that were similar to the PC1 loading of
water in the second overtone region. The peaks in Fig. 8.10 were within
2 nm of those observed in the PC1 of water at different temperatures
measured using an FT-NIR spectrophotometer in the 870-1100 nm region.
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Figure 8.10. PC1 loading of water in the wavelength range from 800–1100 nm. Labels
indicate the peak wavelengths.

8.3.5 Prediction of DM
8.3.5.1 PLSR on Lot I samples
All PLSR models developed for DM prediction yielded SEP values of 0.25
and 0.41%DM for the F-750 and benchtop spectrophotometer, respectively
(Fig. 8.11). Using only the narrow second overtone range (800–1000 nm) was
as good as using the wider spectrum (600–1100 nm). This suggests that most
of the relevant information about DM concentration is available in the
absorption region of the second overtone of water, a finding which agrees
with the literature predicting DM (McGlone & Kawano, 1998; McGlone et
al., 2003). The results from the F-750 handheld unit were better than those
from the benchtop spectrophotometer in terms of the low RMSECV value
of 0.30%DM (800-1000 nm) in Fig. 8.11(1).
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Figure 8.11. DM prediction of intact kiwifruit using 1) F-750 produce quality meter; and
2) Benchtop spectrophotometer in a) 800–1000 nm, and b) 600–1100 nm
wavelength range. Yellow and red circles are for calibration and validation
data, respectively. R2cv/R2p: the coefficient of determination for
calibration/prediction; RMSECV/RMSEP: root mean square error of
calibration/prediction; SEP: standard error of prediction (bias-corrected
RMSEP).
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8.3.5.1 MLR on Lot I samples
Multiple linear regression (MLR) was performed on two sets of
wavelengths from the F-750 handheld unit absorbance data (Table 8.3). The
first set consisted of discrete water wavelengths obtained after
aquaphotomics analysis. The second set consisted of all the wavelengths
between 800-1100 nm, with 3 nm pixel spacing. The wavelength search
involved a systematic examination of every linear wavelength combination
of up to six wavelengths using an MLR model for DM prediction. The
spectral bandwidth of the data was reduced to 800–1100 nm as this region
consisted of water and carbohydrates. No spectrum pre-processing was
performed to keep the application of the data general, since any particular
chosen method may not be appropriate to the irregular non-contiguous
spectra likely to result from a discrete LED-based system.

Table 8.3. Comparison of various wavelength combinations for DM (%) prediction of intact
kiwifruit at 22°C using MLR on the raw absorbance data from the F-750 produce
quality meter
Selection of
wavelength
909 915 924 933
954 960 966 975
981 990 999 1017
(Aquaphotomics
wavelengths)

800–1100 nm
( branch-andbound )

F-750 produce quality meter (Ncal=75 and Nval=25)
Wavelength used
R2cv RMSEC
R2p
RMSE
(nm)
V
P
966
0.01 1.3
0.03 1.24
960 1017
0.52 0.90
0.74 0.67
933 960 981
0.71 0.70
0.85 0.55
954 960 981 999
0.73 0.66
0.86 0.51
909 933 954 990 1017 0.84 0.51
0.89 0.47
909 933 954 960 990
0.84 0.50
0.91 0.44
1017
966
0.01 1.3
0.03 1.24
960 1020
0.52 0.89
0.72 0.69
945 960 978
0.73 0.67
0.86 0.52
861 888 915 924
0.89 0.41
0.92 0.36
855 873 906 936 954
0.94 0.32
0.96 0.30
861 879 915 933 987
0.95 0.28
0.96 0.28
1041

Bias

SEP

0.06
0.15
0.21
0.16
0.21
0.24

1.24
0.65
0.52
0.49
0.42
0.37

0.06
0.17
0.19
0.03
0.08
0.05

1.24
0.66
0.49
0.36
0.29
0.27
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The data set was divided into two independent sets: a calibration set
that consisted of 75 samples and a validation set of 25 samples. MLR models
were generated for DM, and the predictive ability of the models was
confirmed on the validation set. Separate MLR models were generated with
the calibration samples for subsets of one wavelength (n = 1) to six
wavelengths (n = 6). The wavelength selections were made using a “branchand-bound” exhaustive search algorithm as implemented in the “leaps”
software package used with the R programming language (Shafie et al.,
2015). The “leaps” software was considerably faster than the simple brute
force algorithm that was initially used, which calculated and ranked all
possible MLR models. Apart from the wavelength search algorithm “leaps”
that was implemented in R version 3.5.3, all other data analysis and
processing were performed using MATLAB software and the PLS Toolbox.
To compare the performance of the wavelength searches, the analysis of the
spectral data was performed on the model generated from the six best
aquaphotomics wavelengths.
The optimum wavelength sets found in the various searches are
listed in Table 8.3. The full-range PLS model delivered the best DM result
with an SEP of 0.25% and an R2p of 0.97 (Fig. 8.11(1)). The steady decrease
in prediction error with increasing wavelength selections is shown in Table
8.3. The six-wavelength MLR model performed similarly to the full range
PLS model, which gave an SEP = 0.27% and R2p = 0.96. Therefore, the sixwavelength MLR model was considered the optimal model in the sense of
balancing the need for accuracy against the desire for low numbers of
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wavelengths. However, the best six wavelengths chosen from the 12
aquaphotomics wavelengths did not perform as well, with an SEP of 0.37%
and R2p of 0.91. Therefore, Table 8.3 indicates that while the aquaphotomics
wavelengths were useful for investigating the water species in a sample
they may not be the best selections for a predictive model. Other factors
may be at play, such as variable sample light scattering effects, that
diminish the practical usefulness of individual WAMACS wavelengths for
model building. The alternative exhaustive search techniques, like “branch
and bound”, were simple to use and productive at providing precise MLR
based predictive models known to be equivalent in performance to PLSR
models.
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8.3.5.2 PLSR on Lot II apple samples using benchtop spectrophotometer

Smoothed+ SNV

EPO corrected

EMSC corrected

Figure 8.12. DM prediction for intact apples in the second overtone of the OH stretch of
water on a) smoothed+ SNV corrected spectra; b) EPO corrected spectra; and
c) EMSC corrected spectra. Yellow and red circles are for calibration and
validation data, respectively.

Model performance improved following EPO and EMSC pre-processing
(Fig. 8.12(b),(c)). The DM prediction bias, observed when applying the 26°C
calibrated model to samples at 10°C, was reduced to a near-negligible level
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of 0.2 for the EPO method (Fig. 8.12(b)). Compared to smoothed+SNV preprocessing only, the bias dropped from 6.92 to 0.2% and 1.4% for EPO and
EMSC pre-processing techniques, respectively. However, the model
precision (SEP) was increased from 0.43 to 0.55%DM compared with the
smoothed+SNV method. The EMSC and EPO interference term, the PC1
generated from the pure water-temperature spectral matrix, was
independent of the apple samples, which considerably simplified
generating a temperature-independent model. This model does not require
apple samples to be measured at different temperatures – measurements at
one temperature will work. The EPO technique was found to be better than
the EMSC technique. However while both of these techniques reduced the
bias they did so with increased noise and, for EMSC, sloped offset.
Obviously the problem is not entirely solved then, using EPO or EMSC
techniques, and more research is warranted to understand the poorer
performance, especially compared to earlier results on juice samples
(Chapter 4 & 5), and so learn to overcome the limitations on whole fruit
samples.

8.4 Conclusions
The aquaphotomics study undertaken here has delivered insights into the
free and bonded water structure changes, as evident in the second overtone
region for water absorbance, occurring with changes in DM in intact
kiwifruit (13.8 to 20.7%DM) at a constant temperature of 22°C. The free
water components decreased and the bonded water components increased
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as DM decreased. The absorbance bands of water, which were activated in
response to perturbation by DM, were clearly identified, and they all fell
within the ranges of 12 WAMACS in the second overtone of the OH stretch
of water. The PLSR model built with the F-750 instrument in the 800-1000
nm region (second overtone) gave a better result, with an RMSECV of 0.30%
compared to 0.56% in the 600-1100 nm range, signifying that the important
information resides in the tight window of the second overtone region. The
MLR model built using the six best wavelengths with the branch and bound
algorithm gave the same accuracy as that achieved with the PLS model.
However, the MLR model built with the six best aquaphotomics water
wavelengths was not as good as the one created using the six best
wavelengths found using the branch and bound algorithm. This suggests
that to identify the best wavelengths for developing a robust MLR model,
aquaphotomics might not be useful. However, the best PLSR model was
constructed in the full second overtone wavelength range of water.
Use of the EPO and EMSC pre-processing method with Lot II apples
at different temperatures, with PLSR modelling, significantly reduced
prediction bias when a model calibrated at one temperature (26°C) was
applied to samples at different temperatures (10°C). This application is
useful in creating robust models to deal with temperature variations but
much more research is required to make it fully successful.
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Chapter 9: Conclusions and future
scope
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The objective of this thesis was to investigate the feasibility of using
aquaphotomics for fruit internal quality assessment. This study examined
whether aquaphotomics can help in the development of better/simpler
prediction models and/or hardware for intact fruit quality measurement
that may be beneficial to the fruit industry. Much work in aquaphotomics
has been done in the longer wavelength region, i.e., in the first overtone
(1300-1600 nm), which requires short pathlength cells due to the high
absorption of water. Therefore, experiments were performed on simple
aqueous systems in the first overtone such as sucrose solution of various
concentrations and an aqueous system such as apple and kiwifruit juice.
The experiments on aqueous samples were performed using an
FT- NIR spectrophotometer. While kiwifruit and apples consist of more
than 85% water, their spectral signatures will also be affected by varying
sugar concentrations. The aquaphotomics approach was used to learn more
about changes in water structure caused by sucrose perturbations in the
1300-1600 nm and 870-1100 nm wavelength regions. Both, the first overtone
region of OH stretch of water (1300-1600 nm) and the SWNIR region were
investigated as the latter is important for intact fruit quality measurement.
Water bands were identified in two overtone regions that represented
sucrose activity in water. The same bands were activated in the second
overtone region compared with the first overtone region when using an
anharmonic oscillator model. Sample path lengths played an important role
when generating aquagrams. Those constructed in the second overtone
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region from 10 mm path length measurements showed a clear water
spectral pattern similar to that of the first overtone measurements using a 1
mm cell, and demonstrated the usefulness of NIRS and aquaphotomics in
identifying water bands activated by the presence of sugar in water.
Aquaphotomics concepts were applied to apple juice samples with
varying SSC (°Brix) concentrations at a constant temperature (25°C), using
the first overtone of the OH stretch of water. The key focus was to observe
the usefulness of the water spectral patterns (WASPs) presented on the
aquagrams to observe water molecule structural changes. Then, the
approach of aquaphotomics was used in the development of predictive
models for the SSC of apple juice samples. Changes in the water structure
of apple juice caused by variations in temperature were investigated using
aquaphotomics. The work focused on spectra in the 1300–1600 nm region,
surrounding the strong water absorption peak at 1450 nm. The
aquaphotomics analysis indicated that EMSC pre-processing might be
useful, using an interferent derived from pure water spectra. This may help
to remove the temperature sensitivity of SSC of apple juice in NIR
calibrations. The aquaphotomics study helped to get better understanding
in terms of free and bonded water structures for apple juice samples whose
SSC varied from 7.3 to 13.7°Brix at three temperatures 20, 25, and 30°C. The
free water components increased, and the H-bonded water components
decreased, as temperature rose or SSC decreased. The absorbance bands of
water that were activated in response to perturbations by temperature and
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SSC were identified, and they all fell within the tolerances of the 12
WAMACS of the first overtone of the OH stretch of water. Incorporation of
the EMSC pre-processing method with PLSR modelling significantly
reduced prediction bias when a model calibrated at one temperature (20°C)
was applied to samples at different temperatures (25 and 30°C). The EMSC
method used, as an interference spectrum, the PC1 loading vector
generated from a spectral matrix for pure water measured over the same
temperature range. The EMSC method with such a PC1 loading vector may
well have applications in other fruit juice or intact fruit measurement
modelling problems where robustness against temperature changes is
desirable.
As the water peaks at 1450 nm and 970 nm in fruit juice shift with
variations in temperature, aquaphotomics was also investigated as a way to
learn more about changes in water structure caused by temperature in both
these regions. The calibration models were constructed for SSC (°Brix)
prediction in kiwifruit juice using an FT-NIR spectrometer and PLSR with
EPO correction. The influence of increasing temperature on the peak
absorbance of kiwifruit juice was a lateral shift in the first overtone region,
in contrast to a vertical shift in the second overtone region of water. The
water bands related to temperature variation in the first and second
overtone regions for kiwifruit juice samples were identified. Different
bands were seen to change in the second overtone region compared with
the first overtone region. With the same data set, the use of EPO pre-
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processing with independently measured water samples was investigated
to help in building temperature-independent PLSR models to predict SSC
in kiwifruit juice. The results showed that, using the EPO method, a
significant reduction in the prediction bias was achieved by at least a factor
of 10, when applying a model created at one temperature to measurements
made at another.
Another study explored the potential of NIRS and aquaphotomics in
DM prediction of kiwifruit pulp using an FT-NIR spectrophotometer. The
water spectral pattern was identified for different consistencies of kiwifruit
pulp samples in the first overtone region of water. Different trends in
WASPs were seen in the first overtone region for ‘Runny’ and ‘Gel-like’
pulp samples. An increase in the water species related to solvation shell and
bonded water structures (S1, S2, and S3) and H5O2, v3 and (v1+v3) were
found in Gel-like samples. Whereas, the runny samples had S4, (v1, v2), S0,
and water shells species. The foamy fruit pulp in the W1 batch covered all
the water species. A similar trend was seen for Hayward fruit with high and
low starch concentrations. As the starch rose and SSC decreased, the free
water species increased. The strongly H-bonded water molecular species
(S1, S2, and S3) increased with SSC concentration.
Aquaphotomics was used to examine the differences between
control and chilling injury (CI) kiwifruit by observing the changes in the
water spectral patterns presented on aquagrams. The water bands were
identified for CI kiwifruit juice in the first overtone region and for intact
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fruit in the second overtone region of the OH stretch of water. It was found
that for both juice and intact fruit measurements, CI increased H-bonded
water structures despite the fruit having the same SSC concentrations.
In the last chapter, the use of aquaphotomics for intact fruit quality
measurement was investigated. The technique delivered insight into the
free and bound water structure changes, as evident in the second overtone
region for water absorbance, occurring with changes in DM of gold
kiwifruit (13.8 to 20.7%DM) at a constant temperature of 22°C. The free
water components decreased and the bonded water components increased
as DM increased. The PLSR model built using the F-750 instrument in the
800-1000 nm region (second overtone) gave better results, with an RMSECV
of 0.30% compared to 0.56% in the 600-1100 nm range, signifying that the
important information resides in the tight window of the second overtone
region. The MLR model built using the six best wavelengths with a branch
and bound algorithm gave the same accuracy as that achieved with the PLS
model. However, the MLR model built with the six best aquaphotomics
water wavelengths was not as good as that built with the six best
wavelengths found using the branch and bound algorithm. This suggests
that to identify the best wavelengths for developing a robust MLR model,
aquaphotomics may not be useful. However, the best PLSR model was built
in the full second overtone wavelength range of water. The application of
EPO and EMSC pre-processing to intact apples at different temperatures,
with PLSR modelling, reduced prediction bias when a model calibrated at
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one temperature was applied to samples at different temperatures. This
application is useful in creating robust models to deal with temperature
variations but much more research is required to make it fully successful as
seen with juice samples.
In future work, the aquaphotomics approach could be applied to
monitor fruit maturity/ripeness/variety through changes in water spectral
patterns. Development of hardware in the narrow wavelength region of
800-1100 nm may be helpful in creating a portable spectrometer since the
majority of the information about the quality attributes of fruit resides in
the region of the water bands. In conjunction with the EPO and EMSC
techniques, using an interferent component derived independently from
water spectra may be beneficial for generating robust calibration models.
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